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ABOUT THIS BOOK

Purpose and Audience
This book is intended for operators who
use the IBM Displaywriter System and
have completed Starting Your Training.
Contents
In this book you will learn the steps for
creating and revising numeric tables and
checking mathematic calculations.
Related Publications
A description of related publications is
provided in the Operator Guide to
Training.
Data Security
All magnetic media are subject to physical
damage, erasure, and loss for a variety of
reasons, including operator error,
accidental occurrences, and machine
malfunction. In addition, magnetic media
are subject to theft. Therefore, an integral
part of any informational system should
be to establish and implement backup
(duplication) procedures. The customer,
not IBM, is solely responsible for
establishing and implementing all such
procedures.
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our Displaywriter is able to assist you in
constructing tables containing numbers,
words, or a combination of both. Lesson
1 of this unit shows you how to create and
revise numeric tables.
Lesson 2 teaches you about the Column
Reference function. This function, which
is for Textpack 6 only, is especially helpful
while creating or revising wide tables.
You may be required to perform
mathematical calculations within the tables
you create. Lesson 3 shows you how to
use the math functions of your
Displaywriter.
The training documents for this unit are
found on MASTR3. Before beginning this
unit, you should duplicate MASTR3 onto
TRAIN3. The procedure for duplicating
work diskettes can be found in your
Job Aids, or in Starting Your Training,
Lesson 5.
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Have you ever had to set up a table within
a document? To set your tabs you had to
decide on the margins and calculate the
space between columns. You may have had
to center the column headings and change
from double spacing to single spacing. To
complete the document, you probably had
to change back to your original settings.
You may have hoped you would never have
to do another table!
The Column Layout function on the
Displaywriter can help you to set up a table
without your stopping to figure tab settings.
Column Layout calculates column width,
sets tabs automatically so that there is equal
space between each column, and inserts
format changes. If you must revise the table
later by adding or deleting columns, the
Displaywriter recalculates and sets the tabs
accordingl y .

..

Column l.avout for Numeric Tables

Column Layout enables you to leave your text typing
area temporarily to create a table. You create the table
in a special typing area. The text typing area and the
table reappear on the screen when you finish the table .

..
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February 16, 198 3

Text
typing
area

MEMO TO:

R. H. Lore
Forecasting Directo r

SUBJECT :

Department 060 Gross Sales Figures

Below are the gross sales figu r es for Departmen t 060 for the last three
years. In spite of the economy , we have been fortunate in seeing an
increase in revenue each quar t er.
DEPARTMENT 060 SALES ANALYSIS

Sales Period

Table

Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Qua r ter

I

2
3
4

1980
$200 , 321. 33
201 , 987.42
204 , 879 . 46
210 , 343 . 89

1981
$203 , 142.00
206 , 223 .1 4
211 , 876 . 34
2 13,01 2 .86

Iq82

$204,568. 29
207 , 749 . 09
212 , 977 . 89
215 , 594 . 11

I hope th ese figures will help you in yo ur 1984 fo reca sting . The
attached computer printout gives the analysis by sales representative
and by product . If you need any fur t her information, don ' t hesitate to
give me a call .

Text
typing
area

T . B. Arthur , Manager
Department 060
TBA: c rd
Attachment
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Column L.avout for Numeric Tables

Text already created on a page remains in place,
even though it is not visible when you are typing the
table.
Notice the codes on the document that follows. You
are familiar with the Format Change code. The other
codes are Begin and End Table codes. The Begin Table
code alerts the system that a table follows. The End
Table code signals the end of the table.
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Feb ruary 16 , 1983

MEMO TO:

R. H. Lore
Forecasting Director

SUBJECT :

Department 060 Gr oss Sales Figures

Below a r e the gross sa l es figures fo r Department 060 fo r the last three
yea rs . In spi t e of th e econo my , we have been for runate in see ing a n
in c reA se in r eve nu e each quarter.
DEPARTMENT 060 SALES ANALYSTS

Begin
Table
code
End
Table
code

[E~ Sales Pe ri od

~

Quar t er
Quarter
Qua rt e r
Quar t er

1
2
3
4

1980
$200,321.33
201 , 987.42
204 , 879 . 46
2 10 , 343 . 89

1981
$203,142.00
206 , 223.14
211 , 876 . 34
213 , 0 12 . 86

1982
$204 . 568.29
207 . 749.09
212 , 977 . 89
2 15 , 59 4.11

[E

I hope th ese fig ur es will help you in yo ur 1984 forecasting . Th e
a tta c h ed comput e r printout giv es the analysis b y sales representative
a nd by product. If you need a ny further i nfo rmati on , don 't he s i t ate t o
give me a call .

T . B. Art hur , Manager
De partment 060
TBA:crd
Attachme nt
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Column Lavout for Numeric Tables

The Column Layout function adjusts the spacing
in tables by setting the tabs for you. If you must add
columns or delete columns, the D isplaywriter
recalculates the spacing and sets the tabs accordingly.
Automatically readjusts to delete columns

Original
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Column Layout for Numeric Tables

In this lesson you will learn how to use Column
Layout. In Segment 1 you will learn how to create a
table. In Segments 2, 3, and 4 you will learn how to
revise tables by adding, deleting, moving, and copying
columns. Finally, you will learn how to revise table
formats in Segment 5. One important note: Before you
begin creating tables using Column Layout, you must
plan your table. For a review of the items you should
consider when planning tables, see Common Text
Applications, Lesson 2, Segment 1.
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Creating the Table

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lessons 1
and 2

1

You have probably typed tables in many
different documents. Planning and creating
tables is often a difficult task.
Complex tables take time to create. On
a typewriter, you have no choice but to
try various tabs, estimating the space
between columns, or manually computing
the tab settings. You also might have two
or more tables on the same page.
With the Column Layout function you
can create tables with evenly spaced
columns and centered headings. The
Displaywriter spaces the material evenly
across the page and sets tabs for you. You
can even create different table formats for
different tables in your document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a table using the Column Layout
function.
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MAIN IDEA
Note: Before you begin to create tables using Column
Layout, make sure Display Codes is set to No.
To create a table using Column Layout:
1. Press LAYOUT.
2. Follow the Column Layout instructions.
a. Determine the appropriate types of tabs.
b. Type the longest entry in the first column.
c. Press COLUMN.
d. Repeat Steps a through c for each column in
your table.
Note: Do not press COLUMN after the last
entry unless you want additional space between
the last column and the right margin.
e. Press LAYOUT.
f. Press ENTER.
3. Type the table.
4. Press ENTER.

If you have enough information about creating tables
with Column Layout, go on to the Demonstration. If
you would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Before you begin to create a table using Column
Layout, set Display Codes to No. You can create the
table with Display Codes set to Yes, but the table will
not appear to be aligned on the screen.
If your table is embedded within text and the heading
for the table is not part of the table, type a Begin
Keep code before the heading and an End Keep code
after the table. By doing this, your table and heading
will stay together when you paginate or revise the
document. For more information on Keep codes see
Common Text Applications, Lesson 3, Segment 1.

With Beg in
Keep and
End Keep
codes
Beg in
Keep
code ---'-Begin
Tab le
code
End
Table
code
End
Kee p
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To create a table using Column Layout:
1. Press LAYOUT.

The Column Layout instructions appear on the
screen.
If you are using Textpack 4, the instructions look
like this:
~=======

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==========:

1. Type longest entry of each column (a's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry
For Decimal·Allgned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLHMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAY ur again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press ENTER when finished to type new table, or presH
to move cursor to last line 01 existing table, then press ENTER.

-
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If you are using Textpack 6, the instructions look
like this:
c:========== READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LA YOUl ========~
1. Type longest entry 01 each column (a 's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ , then type entry.
to separate each column.
to automatically adjust spacing.
AT to set up column relerence areas.
4. Press
5. Press
en finished to type new table, or presu
to move cursor to last line 01 existing table, then press ENTER.

2. Follow the Column Layout instructions.
a. Determine the appropriate types of tabs.
You can choose to align your column entries
on a decimal point or a comma. Or, you can
choose to align entries with flush right or flush
left tabs. You can center the entries by using a
center tab. You can use a number of different
tab settings in one table. The method for setting
each kind of tab is included in the Column
Layout instructions.

Numeric Tables

======= READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT =======~
1. Type longest entry 01 the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Decimal-Alluned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Presi ~OJ,U~MN to separate each column.
to automatically adjust spacing.
3. Press LAYOUI
4. Presi SCRllN
_AJ to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER w ~ fLni!~d to type new column.

·
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b. Determine how long the longest entry will be
for your first column. Then, follow the
instructions in Number 1 on the screen to type
the entry. Notice that the procedure for typing
the entry varies, depending on the type of column
you are creating.

c:========= READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ===========>
1. Type longesl entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry. then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.

Flush left tab

If you are setting up a flush left column, an
underlined lowercase a appears when you press
TAB.
As you type the entry, lowercase a's appear.
These a's represent the characters in the entry.
Do not be concerned about typographical errors.
The important thing is to type the correct
number of characters.

.. : .... 5 .. .. : .. ..

aaaaaaa !aa3

c:======== READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==========>
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
"- 5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.
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To center a heading within the table, press CTR
after you have typed the last a in your column
entry. A center tab instruction appears in the
center of the a's .
Note: If the entry has a decimal tab and is four
or five digits (aa.aa or aaa.aa), the center tab
will replace the decimal tab because the decimal
tab is at the center. You can use the center tab
to align the numbers and also center the heading.
However, if the numeric column will be used
with the Displaywriter math functions, the
numbers must be set up on a decimal tab. (For
more information on math functions, see Lesson
3 of this unit.)

1·1

F'USh left;;tab Center tab

i

. 2 .. . . :. .. 3 .... : .. .. 4 .... : .... 5 .... : .. . .
-aa aaaaal·laaaaaaa

-

-

-

-

-

-

c:======= READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==========~
1. Type longesl entry of the new column only (0'5 will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal poinl.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE AOJ , then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT 10 set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished 10 type new column.

Space
c. Press COLUMN.
A single blank space appears.

« .2 .... : .... 3 . . .. : ... . 4 .... : . ... 5 .... : . . . .
--

c:========READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT =========~
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (0'5 will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with deCimal poinl.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FDRMAT to set up column reference areas.
'- 5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.
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d. Repeat Steps a through c for each column
in your table.
For each column, determine the tab setting,
type the longest entry, and press COLUMN.
Your screen should look similar to the one
on the right.
Note: Do not press column after the last
entry unless you want additional space
between the last column and the right margin.

«. 2 . . . . : . .. . 3 .. .. : . . .. 4 .. .. : .... 5 ... . : ....

!aa a aa aalola a a a a aii !a a a a ~ol aaiaa ! a ala alolaa a 31-

c:======== READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==========~
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Len Column: Press TAB. then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry. then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automallcally adjust spaCing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.

e. Press LAYOUT when you have typed all the
column entries.
The columns' a's spread out between the right
and left margins with an equal amount of
blank space between them.

«. 2...:..: ...:..3 ...:..: .. .:..4.. .:..: ...:..5 ...:..: .. .:..6 .. .:..: ...:.. 7.. .:..:...:..8...:..: ...:..»
! a a 1I1111· ...aa a ala

c:========= READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==========~
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB. then type entry.
For Decimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry. then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry. then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.
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f. Press ENTER.
You are in the Column Layout typing area.
An End Table code appears on the screen.
If you move your cursor to the left as far
as it will go, you will also see a Format
Change code.
Both codes have been set automatically by
the system. If you move your cursor to the
right of the Format Change code, you see a
Begin Table code, then an End Table code
and another Format Change code. The End
Table code and the last Format Change code
move down the typing area as you type your
table, just as the Page End code moves as
you type.
Note: If you press ENTER too many times,
you leave the Column Layout typing area and
return to the text typing area. You should
delete the codes the system put in for the
table and begin again. Set Display Codes to
Yes to locate and delete the following codes:
IE: ~ i!: IE: . Set Display Codes to No and
start over with Step 1.

Numeric Tables
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3. Type the table.
When you are in the Column Layout typing area,
the appropriate tab settings appear on the scale line.
Tab to the appropriate tab setting, then type the
entry. If you make a mistake while typing, press
BKSP to correct it. Do not press RETURN after
the last column entry in the last line of the table.
A carrier return has been entered automatically.
Note: To create a table with centered headings, tab
to the Center code (on the scale line) and type your
heading.
4. Press ENTER.
The Begin and End Table codes disappear. If the
table is embedded in text, the text reappears. You
can continue typing.

To create a table with Column Layout, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
For this Demonstration you will create the illustrated
table using Column Layout.
M [I)-EASTERN CONFf.R ENCE

Create the following document:
Document name: Basketball
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Before you get to the typing area, set the line spacing
to double spacing in the Create or Revise Document
menu.
Go to the typing area.
Before you begin creating the document, make sure
Display Codes is set to No.

BASKETBALL Al.L-STAR H AM

1981-1982

~

~

Senior

D.1Vld (;mnon

I.'a .;hin gt o n

,-,

Mike frazier

Lincoln

'i-II

Se ni o r

Phi 1 ]i,1rbert

We'lt

'-7

Senior

[•.:Irry lIorn

I inrnln

6-0

Senior

Rick Lindst'v

Kennedy

S-10

Junior

Kevin Murph y

I.vl .. Peter"on
C.1T\'

Sanch('?

Terry Smallev

Numeric Tables

School

leffer son

\-9

Junio r

South

6-2

Sen ior

Cl'ntr ... I

'-I

Se ni or

"'ashington

S-11

Senior
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Center and type the three-line table heading. Press
RETURN twice after typing the heading.
You do not have to put a Begin Keep code before
the heading and an End Keep code at the end of the
table. The table is not embedded in text, and since it
is not longer than one page, the Keep codes are not
necessary.
Press LAYOUT.
The Column Layout instructions appear on the screen
and the table heading disappears.
The first column is a flush left column. Follow the
instructions on the screen to set a flush left tab.
An underlined ~ appears on the screen.
Type the longest entry of the first column.
The longest entry has thirteen characters (Lyle
Peterson). Notice that an a appears for each character
you type.
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MID- EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM
1981 - 1982

Numeric Tables

Players

School

Height

Class

David Ca nnon

Washington

6-2

Senior

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5-11

Senior

Phil Harbert

West

6- 7

Senior

Larry Horn

Lincoln

6- 0

Sen ior

Ric k Lindsey

Kennedy

5- 10

J un ior

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

5- 9

J un ior

Lyle Peterson

South

6- 2

Senior

Gary Sanchez

Cent r al

6- 1

Senior

Terry Smalley

Washington

5- 11

Sen ior
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Press COLUMN.
The cursor moves one space to the right.
Set up the rest of the columns using the following
information:
Remember to press COLUMN after you type each
entry, except the last.
Column 2: Flush left tab; longest entry is ten
characters (Washington).
Column 3: Flush left tab; longest entry is six characters
(Height).
Column 4: Flush left tab; longest entry is six characters
(Senior). Do not press COLUMN.
Press LAYOUT.
The columns realign to allow equal space between
them.
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MID- EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM

1981-1982

Numeric Tables

Playe rs

School

Height

Class

David Cannon

Washington

6-2

Senior

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5- 11

Senior

Phil Harbert

West

6- 7

Senior

Larry Horn

Lincoln

6- 0

Senior

Rick Lindsey

Kenne dy

5-10

Junior

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

5- 9

Junior

Lyle Peterson

South

6- 2

Senior

Gary Sanchez

Cen tral

6-1

Senior

Terry Smalley

Washington

5-11

Senior

1·1

Creating the Table / Demonstration

Press ENTER to go to the Column Layout typing area.
An End Table code appears highlighted on the screen.
Move your cursor to the left until you find the Format
Change code.
This code alerts the system that a format change is
occurring. Move your cursor one space to the right.
A Begin Table code appears. Move your cursor one
space to the right again. You will see the End Table
code again. Move your cursor to the right twice until
you see another Format Change code. This code
instructs the Displaywriter to return to the original
format used for this document.
Return the cursor to the End Table code. Both the
End Table code and the last Format Change code will
move as you type your table. Make sure your cursor
is on the End Table code ( +!: ) before you continue .
Look at the status line to make sure your cursor is
under the End Table code.
Your cursor should already be on the first tab setting,
which is set at the left margin. Type the first column
heading (Players) and use WORD UND to underline
the heading.
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MID - EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM

1981 - 1982

Numeric Tables

Players

Sc hool

Height

Class

David Cannon

Washington

6- 2

Senior

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5-11

Sen ior

Phil Harb e rt

West

6- 7

Senior

Larry Horn

Lincoln

6-0

Senior

Rick Lindsey

Kennedy

5- 10

Junior

Kevin Murph y

Jeff e rson

5- 9

Junior

Ly le Peterson

South

6-2

Senior

Gary Sanchez

Ce ntral

6- 1

Senior

Te r r y Small ey

Washington

5-11

Senior

1·1

Creating the Table / Demonstration

Tab and type the rest of the column headings, then
press RETURN two times.
Type the rest of the table.
Notice the beep after you type the entry for the last
column. This is to remind you to press RETURN,
since Auto Carrier Return is not active with Column
Layout.
Press RETURN once.
The line spacing for the document is double.
Do not press RETURN after your last entry for the
fourth column. The Displaywriter inserts a carrier
return for you automatically.
Press ENTER.
The table and the heading display.
Press END and print a copy of the document if you
wish to compare yours with the illustrated document.
They should be identical.
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MID - EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL - STAR TEAM

1981 - 1982

Players

School

Height

Class

David Ca nnon

Washington

6- 2

Senior

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5- 11

Senior

Phil Harbert

West

6- 7

Senior

Larry Horn

Lincoln

6- 0

Senior

Rick Lindsey

Kennedy

5-1 0

Junior

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

5- 9

Juni o r

Lyle Peterson

South

6- 2

Senio r

Gary Sanchez

Central

6-1

Senior

Te rr y Smalley

Washington

5-1 1

Senior

To create another table using Column Layout, go on
to the next page for another Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 2
In this second Demonstration you will create another
table using Column Layout.
Create the following document:
Document name: Corporation
D iskette name: TRAIN3
Type the sentence at the top of the page and press
RETURN twice.

Below i s t he conso lida ted financial statement for our cor pora ti on and
s ub s idiaries as of 1980 .
LIABILITIES

JANUARY

1980 Taxes
Loans Payable
Accounts Payable
Benefits
Deferred Inco me

$3 , 296 .09
951. 88
27 1. 96
4 ,1 40 . 54
3,1 16.10

JULY
$3 , 256 . 22
393 . 23
268 . 45
2,711.67
1,501.00

The current eq uit y me thod accou nt s fo r inve s tment s i n joint ven tu res and
affiliated comp ani es .

Numeric Tables

Creating the Table / Demonstration

Press LAYOUT.
The Column Layout instructions appear on your
screen.
Set up the following columns:
Column 1: Flush left tab; longest entry (Accounts
Payable) is 16 characters; center column heading.
Note: To center a column heading, press CTR after
you type the a's for your longest entry.
Remember to press COLUMN after you type the a's
to separate each column.
Column 2: Decimal tab; longest entry ($3,296.09) is
nine characters; centered column heading.
Column 3: Decimal tab; longest entry ($3,256.22) is
nine characters; centered column heading. Do not press
COLUMN.
Press LAYOUT.
The columns align so that there is equal space between
each column.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions disappear and you
are in the Column Layout typing area.

Numeric Tables
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Below is the consolidated fin an cia l statement f o r our corporation a nd
subsidiaries as of 1980.
LIABILITIES
1980 Taxes
Loans Payabl e
Accounts Pa yable
Benefit s
Deferred In come

JANUARY
$3 , 29 6.09
95 1. 88
27 1.96
4,140. 54
3 ,1 16 . 10

JULY
$3 , 25 6. 22
393 . 23
268.45
2 ,711.67
1,501.00

The c urrent e quit y me thod account s fo r investments in joint ventur es and
aff iliated compa n ies .
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Creating the Table / Demonstration

Type the column headings.
To type the centered headings, tab to the first Center
code and type LIABILITIES. Then tab to the next
Center code and type the next heading. Use the same
procedure to type the last heading, then press
RETURN twice.
Type the table. Press RETURN once at the end of
each line.
Your cursor is on the first tab setting, which is set
at the left margin. Type the first entry. Tab twice to
the first decimal tab setting and type the first entry
for the second column. Tab twice again to the next
decimal tab to type the third column entry. Press
RETURN. Repeat this procedure until you have typed
all the entries.
Do not press RETURN after your last entry. The
Displaywriter automatically enters a carrier return for
you.
Press ENTER.
The system automatically puts another blank line in
the document. You will have one blank line between
the table and the last sentence.
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Below is the consolidated finan cia l statement for our corporation and
subsidiaries as of 1980.
LIABILITIES

JANUARY

1980 Taxes
Loans Payable
Accounts Payable
Benefits
Deferred Income

$3,296.09
951. 88
271. 96
4,140 . 54
3,116.10

JULY
$3,256.22
393.23
268 . 45
2,711.67
1,501.00

The current equity method accounts for investme nt s in joint ventures and
affiliated companies.
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Type the last sentence.
End your document and print a copy if you wish to
compare it with the illustrated table.

To practice creating tables using Column Layout on
your own, go on to the Self- Test on the next page.
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Creating the Table / Self-Test

SELF-TEST
For this Self-Test, create a document and name it
Passenger List.

Below is a list of pas senge r s who require s pe cial diets. Please use
thi s list t o plan the flight menu s for the next two days.
SUPER AIRLIN ES PASSENGER LIST
NAME

DATE

PLACE

Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Hea th er Ogle
Fred Rogers
Te d Williams

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Istanbul

~

COST
$125.00
160 .00
15.95
10 . 50
20 . 45
18.95

Numeric Tables

Creating the Table I Self-Test

• Type the first two lines of text and the centered
table heading.
• Use Column Layout to set up the columns in the
table.
• Center all column headings.
• All columns but the COST column should be typed
with flush left tabs. The COST column uses a decimal
tab.
When you finish, print your document and compare
it with the one on the previous page.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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Creating the Table ! Feedback

FEEDBACK

If your table does not look like the one illustrated,
did you remember to:

o

o
o

o
o

o

Center the table heading?
Press LAYOUT after typing the table heading?
Enter the correct tab settings for each column
(including center tabs for the column headings)?
Type the longest entry for each column when you
set up the columns?
Press COLUMN after typing the longest entry for
each column except the last?
Press ENTER, not RETURN, after typing the last
entry in the table?

If you had trouble, review the segment and try the SelfTest again.
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Revising Within a Column

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Segment 1 in this lesson

I CAN
0U?T

IT'S ALmOST
PERFECT...
.JUST ADD '3 mORE.
NAMES AND
THESE 2CATEGORIES ...

ISOLATE.
TI4OSE. COL.UMNC;.
A~D

REVI5E'T'J.E.M.
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In the previous segment you learned how
to create a table using the Column Layout
function. In this segment you will learn
how to make simple revisions to tables
created with Column Layout by replacing
numbers. You will also learn how to isolate
columns in a table that was created using
Column Layout in order to add and delete
entries. Isolating columns helps when
making revisions to large tables.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to isolate a column and to make additions
and deletions within columns.

1·2

Revising Within a Column / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
You can revise entries within a column in two ways: by
replacing characters in the text typing area or by
isolating the column to add or delete numbers. If the
revisions are minor, make the changes as you would
in text. The only revisions you can make in the text
typing area are substitutions. In other words, you can
replace one number with another one or revise digits
within a number.
If the revisions are major, you must isolate the
column to make revisions.
To isolate a column:
1. Move the cursor to any character in the first line
of the column you want to isolate. The cursor must
be on the same line as the Begin Table code.
2. Press COLUMN.
3. Press ENTER.
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Revising Within a Column / Main Idea

To add an entry in an isolated column:

1. Move the cursor to the space where you want the
entry to begin.
2. Type the new entry.
3. Press RETURN.
To delete an entry in an isolated column:
1. Place the cursor on the first character of the entry
to be deleted.
2. Use the Delete function.

If you have enough information about revising entries
within a column, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.

Numeric Tables
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HELP
Before you make revisions to a column, you must
decide how complex the revisions will be.
If the revisions are minor and can be made by
revising numbers or characters, make the changes as
you would in text.
If the revisions are major, you must isolate the
column in order to revise it. You may want to isolate
the column for all revisions when you are working
with a wide table or if you have many revisions.
If you are replacing an entry, you can use the Delete
function to erase the old number, then type the new
one. Or, you can use the Replace mode to replace
existing numbers. If you need to refresh your memory
on how to delete, refer to the Job Aids. If you need
more information on using the Replace mode, see
Common Text Applications, Lesson 4, Segment 3.
To isolate a column:

1. Move the cursor to any character in the first line
of the column you want to isolate.
The line must include the Begin Table code. If the
column has a title or a heading that is part of the
table, make sure the cursor is on that line. You
may want to set Display Codes to Yes to find the
Begin Table code. Once you have found the code,
set Display Codes to No.

Cursor

:!+

l

Name

:it y

Smith
Jones
Collins

Denver
Dallas
Monterey

Amount

$2,565.00
945.00
1,475 . 00

Numeric Tables

Revising Within a Column / Help

2. Press COLUMN.
Follow the prompt to revise.
If you have Textpack 6, you will also see the message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas." Ignore this message for now. You
will learn about column reference areas in Lesson
2 of this unit.
3. Press ENTER.
The column you selected appears isolated on the
left side of the screen. The prompt "When finished,
press ENTER" appears.

Denver
Dallas
Monterey
When finished, press ENTER.

To add an entry in an isolated column:
Denver

Boston ~llas

Monterey

Numeric Tables
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1. Move the cursor to the space where you want the
entry to begin.
Denver
Dallas
,!:!.onterey

2. Type the new entry.
Don't worry if the entry on the same line moves
over. It will adjust later.

Denver
Dallas
Boston,!:!.onterey

3. Press RETURN.
The new entry appears as part of the column.
Denver
Dallas
Bo s ton
Monterey
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Revising Within a Column / Help

To delete an entry in an isolated column:
Denver

Delete Dallas - - Dallas
Boston
Monterey

1. Place the cursor on the first character of the entry
to be deleted.
Denver
Dallas
Boston
Monterey

2. Use the Delete function.
The entry is deleted from the column.
Note: If you want to replace this entry with
another, do not delete the Carrier Return code after
the entry. This way the space remains so you can
replace it with the other entry.

Denver
Dallas
Boston
Monterey
Delete what?

Note: If the isolated column was set up with a decimal
tab, flush right tab, or comma tab, you will see the
Tab code ( ~ ) before each entry.

To revise entries within a column, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
Now you will have a chance to practice making
revisions to a table by revising numbers and isolating
a column to delete and add entries. Make the revisions
to the document as indicated below.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Finance
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area.
The document is set up with decimal tabs to align
the numbers. A flush right tab could have been selected
to align the numbers. However, a decimal tab must
be selected if you intend to use the Displaywriter math
functions. (For more information on math functions,
see Lesson 3 of this unit.)
You can make the change in the 1979 column without
isolating the column.
Move your cursor to the 1 in the 168,000 in the 1979
column. Because of the center tab, the cursor first
moves to the middle of the number, then back to the
$. Use BKSP, DEL or REPLACE to correct the
number. If you use DEL, be careful not to delete the
tab following the number.
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SamEle ComEarative Balance Sheet

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

$189,000

$ 17J,000

$PB: ~

$159,000

$140,000

$130,000

$120,000

February

162,000

155,000

144,000

138,000

120,000

110,000

'ii.~ ~Q.

March

165 , 000

158,000

147,000

141,000

123,000

113,000

103,000

April

166,000

159,000

148,000

142,000

124 ,000

114,000

104,000

May

168,000

161,000

150,000

144,000

126 ,000

116,000

106,000

June

169,000

162,000

151,000

145,000

127 ,000

117,000

107,000

July

189,000

182,000

161,000

155,000

137,000

127,000

117,000

August

200 , 000

190,000

181 , 000

165,000

148,000

147,000

128,000

September

250 , 000

195,000

191,000

185,000

154,000

153,000

138,000

October

255 , 000

205 , 000

200 ,000

195,000

164 , 000

163,000

148,000

November

260 ,000

210 ,000

205 ,000

100 , 000

169,000

168 , 000

December

261 ,000

211 ,000

206 , 000

101,000

170,000

169,000

ASSETS
January
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Type the number 170,000.
Now you will make changes to the 1975 column. Since
you are adding an entry, you must isolate the column.
Move the cursor to the Begin Table code ( ~ ) that
is on the same line as the column headings.
Check the status line to be sure you have located the
Begin Table code.
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Revising Within a Column Demonstration

Sam ~ le

ASSETS

1981

Com~ ara t ive

1·2

Balance Sheet

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

$/70,000 D
H6B , BBS

$159,000

$140,000

$130 , 000

$ 120,000

Ja nuary

$189,000

$173 ,000

February

162,000

155,000

144,000

138,000

120,000

110,000

HHl , OOO 12

March

165,000

158,000

147,000

141,000

123,000

113,000

103,000

April

166 , 000

159 , 000

148 , 000

142 , 000

124 , 000

114 , 000

104, 000

May

168,000

161,000

150,000

144,000

126,000

116 , 000

106 , 000

June

169,000

162,000

151,000

145,000

127,000

117,000

107,000

July

189,000

182,000

161,000

155 , 000

137 , 000

127,000

117,000

Augus t

200 , 000

190,000

181 , 000

165 , 000

148 , 000

147,000

128,000

Sep t emb er

250,000

195 , 000

191 , 000

185 , 000

154,000

153 , 000

138 , 000

October

255,000

205 , 000

200 , 000

195 , 000

164 , 000

163,000

November

260,000

210 , 000

205 , 000

100,000

169 , 000

168,000

December

261 , 000

211,000

206,000

101,000

170,000

169,000

1-'4 , 000
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Move the cursor to the first character of the first line
of the column labeled 1975.
In this case the first line is that of the title. Your cursor
should be on the 1 in 1975.
Press COLUMN and follow the prompt to press
ENTER to revise the column.
If you have Textpack 6, you will also see the message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas." Ignore this message for now.
The 1975 column appears by itself on the screen.
Delete the second entry, 100,000, and replace it with
14,000.
Move the cursor to the beginning of the number
100,000. Because of the center tab, the cursor first
moves to the middle of the number, then back to the
1. Delete the number but not the Carrier Return code.
The cursor should be on the decimal tab. If it is not,
move the cursor to the decimal tab. Type the number
]4,000.

1975
$120,000

14,000
lQQ,QQQ

Q

103 , 000
104,000
106 , 000
107 , 000
117 , 000
128,000
138,000
14!,- 000
Ii 000

~
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Add the number 175,000 just before the last entry
in the 1975 column. It will appear between the numbers
148,000 and 153,000.
Place the cursor on the Tab code ( ~ ) before the
entry 153,000, then tab twice to the decimal tab setting
for this column.
Type the number 175,000.
Press RETURN.
The entry is added to the column and 153, 000 moves
down to the next line.
Press ENTER.
The entire table returns to the screen. Because it is a
wide table, you can only see the last four columns.
Press END.

1975
$120,000

14,000

1M , (lM

103,000
104 , 000
106,000
107,000
117,000
128,000
138,000

Numeric Tables
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Print your document if you wish to compare it with
the one on the next page.
Remember to load 279.4 x 215 .9 mm (11 x 8Y2 in.)
paper into the printer. If you have a sheet-feed paper
handler, load 279.4 x 215.9 mm (11 x 8Y2 in.) paper
in the bottom drawer.
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Your printed document should look like this:

SamEle Compara t ive Balan ce Sheet
1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

S189 ,000

S173 ,000

S170,000

S159,000

S140,000

S130 ,000

S120,000

February

162,000

155,000

144 , 000

138 , 000

120 , 000

110,000

14 , 000

March

165,000

158,000

147,000

141,000

123,000

113,000

103 , 000

April

166,000

159,000

148,000

142,000

124,000

114,000

104,000

May

168,000

161,000

150,000

144,000

126 ,000

116,000

106 , 000

June

169,000

16 2 , 000

151,000

145,000

127 , 000

117 , 000

107 , 000

July

189 , 000

182,000

161,000

155,000

137,000

127 , 000

117 , 000

August

200 ,000

190,000

181,000

165,000

148,000

147 , 000

128 , 000

September

250 ,000

195 , 000

191,000

185,000

154 , 000

153,000

138 , 000

Oc t ob e r

255 , 000

205 ,000

200 ,000

195,000

164,000

163,000

148,000

November

260 ,000

210 ,000

205 ,000

100,000

169,000

168,000

175 , 000

December

26 1, 000

211,000

206 , 000

101 , 000

170,000

169,000

153,000

ASSETS
January

To practice revising entries within a column on your
own, go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
To start the Self-Test, go to the typing area of the
following document:
Document name: Finance Revisions
Diskette name: TRAIN3
The corrections you will make are shown on the
following document. Some of the corrections can be
made without isolating the columns.
After you have made the revisions, print the
document and compare it with the one in the Feedback
section.
Remember to load 279.4 x 215.9 mm (11 x 8!;2
in.) paper into the printer.
If you have a sheet-feed paper handler, load 279.4
x 215.9 mm (11 x 8!;2 in.) paper in the bottom drawer.
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Sam2le Com2arative Balance Sheet
ASSETS
January

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

$189,000

$173,000

$170,000

$159,000

$140,000

$130,000

$120,000

C2- 110,000

14,000

Februar y

162,000

155,000

March

165,000

158,000

April

166,000
IbO,fXX)

159,000

14 Q,QQQ

May

168 , 888 -J'_

161,000

June

169,000

July

Ilq/ ~O

144,000

138,000

147,

141,000

123,000

11 3 ,000

103,000

142,000

124,000

114,000

104,000

150,000

144,000

126,000

116,000

106,000

162,000

151,000

145,000

127,000

117,000

107,000

189,000

182,000

161,000

155,000

137,000

127,000

117,000

August

200,000

190,000

181,000

148,000

147,000

128,000

September

250 ,000

195 , 000

191 , 000

154,000

153,000

138,000

October

255 , 000

205 ,000

200,000

195,000

164,000

163,000

148,000

November

260,000

210,000

205,000

100,000

169,000

168,000

175 , 000

December

261,000

211,000

206,000

101,000

170,000

169,000

153,000

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

SamEle ComEarative Balance Sheet

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

$189,000

$173 , 000

$170,000

$ 159,000

$140,000

$130,000

$120,000

February

162,000

155,000

144 , 000

138 , 000

119,000

110,000

14 , 000

March

165,000

158,000

152,000

141 , 000

123 , 000

11 3 , 000

103,000

April

166 , 000

159 , 000

147 , 000

142,000

124 , 000

114 , 000

104 , 000

May

160 , 000

161 , 000

150,000

144,000

126 , 000

116 , 000

106,000

J une

169 , 000

162 , 000

151, 000

145 , 000

127,000

117 , 000

107,000

J ul y

189 , 000

182 , 000

16 1, 000

155 , 000

137 , 000

127,000

117 , 000

Augu s t

200 , 000

190,000

181 , 000

178 , 000

148,000

147,000

128 , 000

Sep t ember

250 , 000

195 , 000

191 , 000

165,000

154 , 000

153,000

138 , 000

Octob e r

255 , 000

205 , 000

200 , 000

195 , 000

164,000

163,000

148 , 000

Nove mber

260 , 000

210 , 000

205 , 000

100 , 000

169 , 000

168,000

175 , 000

Decembe r

26 1, 000

211, 000

206 , 000

10 1, 000

170,000

169,000

153 , 000

ASSETS
January
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If your document doesn' t look like the illustration,
did you:

D Press COLUMN then ENTER when isolating your
column?
D Move the cursor to the line where you wanted to
add a new entry?
D Add or delete carrier returns as needed?
D Move your cursor to the line where you wanted
to delete an entry?
D Isolate the 1979 and 1978 columns to make the
revisions?

Numeric Tables
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson
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Numeric Tables

In Segments 1 and 2 of this lesson you
learned how to create a table using Column
Layout and how to revise within a column
of a table created with Column Layout.
In this segment you will learn another
method of revising tables created with
Column Layout. You will learn how to add
and delete entire columns.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to add and delete columns in a table created
with Column Layout.

I
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MAIN IDEA
To add an entire column to a table, follow these steps:
1. Move the cursor to the location where you want
the new column to be inserted. Make sure the cursor
is on the same line as the Begin Table code.
2. Press COLUMN twice.
3. Create the new column using the Column Layout
instructions.
4. Press LAYOUT to adjust the spacing between
columns.
5. Type the new column and press ENTER.
To delete an entire column, follow these steps:
1. Move the cursor to the first character of the first
line of the column you want to delete. Make sure
the cursor is on the same line as the Begin Table
code.
2. Press DEL.
3. Press COLUMN.
4. Press ENTER.

Numeric Tables
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To realign a table after deleting a column, follow
these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place
Press
Press
Press

the cursor under the Begin Table code.
ENTER.
LAYOUT.
ENTER.

If you would like more information about deleting and
adding columns in a table, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.

Numeric Tables
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HELP
You might want to add an entire column to a table.
Instead of retyping the table, follow these steps to insert
the column:
1. Move the cursor to the location where you want
the new column to appear.
The cursor must be on the same line as the Begin
Table code.
If you want the new column to be inserted between
existing columns, place the cursor on the first
character of the column following where you want
the new column to appear.
If you want to add a new column after the last
column in the table, place the cursor on, or to the
right of, the right margin symbol (
2. Press COLUMN twice.
The first time you press COLUMN, the prompt
"Press ENTER to revise column. Press COLUMN
to create column" appears.
If you have Textpack 6, you will also see the message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas." Ignore this message for now. You
will learn about column reference areas in Lesson
2 of this unit.
Press COLUMN again, since you are creating a
new column. The instructions for Column Layout
appear.
You will also see the a's that were previously set
up for the columns.

» ).

To add a column between two
columns, place your cursor here .
1979

l

1981

$200.32
201.98
204.81
210.34

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89

To add a column after the last column

in , table, place your cursor here'j
1979
--

1981 iJ
--

$200.32
201.98
204.81
210.34

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89
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3. Create the new column using the Column Layout
instructions.
Type the longest entry in the new column. Include
the tab settings required for this column. As you
type, lowercase o's appear instead of a's.

Center tab

1·3

II Decimal tab

aaal-I~aa OOOI_I~oo

aaal_l~aa

1979

1981

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89

c:::====== READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT =======~
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Declmal·Allgned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTA.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then Iype entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to Iype new column.
'-

4. Press LAYOUT to adjust the spacing between
columns.
The columns of a's and o's spread out equally
between the right and left margins. Press ENTER.
The Column Layout typing area appears.

aaal-I.!.aa

oool-I~oo

1979

1981

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89

c:======= READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYOUT ==--===~
1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Declmal·Allgned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE ADJ, then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to Iype new column.

Numeric Tables
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5. Type the new column and press ENTER.
You will type only the new column in the Column
Layout typing area. Therefore, the only column you
will see as you type will be the new column you
are creating.

When you finish typing the column, press ENTER.
The existing table reappears on the screen with the
new column correctly inserted.

1980
$203.01
206.22
211.87
213.01

1979

1980

1981

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$203.01
206.22
211.87
213.01

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89
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To delete an entire column from a table, follow these
steps:

1. Move the cursor to the first character of the first
line of the column you want to delete.
If the column has a heading or title that is part
of the table, place the cursor on the line that includes
the heading or title. The cursor must be on the
same line as the Begin Table code.
2. Press DEL.
The prompt "Delete what?" appears.

3. Press COLUMN.
The entire column is highlighted.

cursor

::;

1980

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$203.01
206.22
211.87
213.01

1979

1980

1981

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$203.01
206.22
211. 87
213.01

$204 . 56
207 . 74
212.97
215.89

Press ENTER to delete column.

4. Press ENTER.
The column is deleted.

Numeric Tables
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1979

1979

1980

$200.32
201. 98
204.81
210.34

$203.01
206.22
211. 87
213.01

1981

$204.56
207.74
212.97
215.89
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After you have deleted a column, you must realign
the table. To realign a table after deleting a column,
follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor under the Begin Table code.
2. Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
3. Press LAYOUT.
The columns of a's realign.
4. Press ENTER.
The columns realign and you are back in the typing
area.

To add and delete columns, go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will add a column to the
table below and then delete a column from the table.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
D ocument name: Passenger List 2
D iskette name: TRA IN3

Below is a lis t of passengers who require special die ts. Please use
this list to plan t he fligh t menus for th e nex t two days.
SUPER AIRLINES PASSENGER LIST
NAME

DATE

Albertson Par t y (10)
Bur r Par t y (16)
Jerry Ca rr in
Heather Ogle
Fred Roge r s
Ted Williams

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

DESTINATION
Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Istanbul

DIE.T - -

LouJ S9d1l)m
Low ScdIUn\
DICtetIC
Low ~t"
Lou) J:'dt"
DlaDetlC

Numeric Tables
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You will delete the COST column and add the DIET
column.
To delete the COST column:
Place the cursor on the Begin Table code at the left
margin.
The Begin Table code is on line 12, the same line as
the column headings. If you can't find it, set Display
Codes to Yes. Once you've located the Begin Table
code, set Display Codes to No.
Place the cursor on the first character in the COST
column.
Place the cursor on the C.
Press DEL.
The prompt "Delete what?" appears.
Press COLUMN.
The entire COST column is highlighted.
Press ENTER.
The column is deleted from the table.
It is not necessary to adjust the columns at this time.
You will adjust the columns after you have added the
DIET column.
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Below is a list of passe ngers who re qu i r e specia l di e t s . Please use
this list to plan the flight menus fo r the next two days.
SUPER AIRLINES PASSENGER LIST
NAME

DATE

Alberts on Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Car r in
Hea t her Og le
Fred Roge r s
Ted Willia ms

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13 /82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

DESTINATION
Oslo
Bern
Frankfu r t
Mun ic h
Rome
Is t a nbul

DIET

Low Sodium
Low S:a:f( um
Diabetic
Low Fot
l.oLU Fat
DI~tIC
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To add the DIET column:
Place the cursor on the right margin of line 12.
Your cursor should be on, or to the right of, the right
margin symbol (

» ).

Press COLUMN.
The prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create a column" appears.
If you have Textpack 6, you will also see the message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas." Ignore this message for now.
Press COLUMN again.
The Column Layout instructions appear. Follow the
instructions to create the new column.
Type the longest entry in the new column. Do not
press COLUMN.
Lowercase o's appear as you type. Set a flush left tab
and type the longest entry, which is ten characters
long (Low Sodium). Set a center tab for the column
heading. Do not press Column.
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Press LAYOUT.
The a's and a's realign.
Press ENTER.
You are in the Column Layout typing area. You can
now type the new column.
Tab to the Center symbol and type the column heading,
DIET, including the underline.

DIET

Press RETURN twice.

Low~lvm

Type the column.

L.Ow 5(:::d1 um
DIOberfc.
Low {:dt
Low J=a-t
DIabetic....

When you are finished typing the column, press
ENTER.
T he DIET column is added to the table and the
columns are adjusted for the deletion and addition.

Numeric Tables
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End your document.
If you wish, print a copy of your document and
compare it with the one illustrated.

Below is a list of passengers who require special diets. Please use
th is list to plan the flight menus for the next two days.
SUPER AIRLINES PASSENGER LIST
NAME

DATE

Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carr in
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

DESTINATION
Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Muni c h
Rome
Ista nbul

DIET
Low Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

To practice adding and deleting columns on your own,
go on to the Self-Test.
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SELF-TEST
In this Self-Test you will add columns to and delete
columns from the Basketball All-Star Team table.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Basketball 2
Diskette name: TRAIN3

Numeric Tables

Hto-EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL-STAR TEAM

1981-1982

c(

Players

School

Hei g ht

Cl.

David Cannon

Uashington

;-2

Se n t

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5-11

Sent

,
,

Phil Harbert

\.Jest

;-7

Sen!

,

La r ry Horn

Lincoln

6-0

Sen I

,

Rick Li ndsey

Ke nn edy

5- \0

J U Il

Jun or

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

S-9

Lyle Peterson

South

6-2

Gary Sanchez

Central

6-l

Terry Smalley

Washington

5-11

1·3
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MID-EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM

1981-1982

Players

School

Height

David Cannon

Washington

6-2

Se ior

Mike Frazier

Lincoln

5-11

Se ior

Phil Harbert

West

6-7

Se ior

Larry Horn

Lincoln

6-0

Se ior

Rick Lindsey

Kennedy

5-10

Ju ior

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

5-9

Ju ior

Lyle Peterson

South

6-2

Gary Sanchez

Central

6-1

Terry Smalley

Washington
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• Delete the Class column.
• Add the column titled College after the Height
column. Use a flush left tab. The longest entry is
17 characters. Do not center the column heading.
Carrier return twice after you type the heading.
End and print a copy of your document, then
compare it with the one in the Feedback section.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

MID-EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM
1981-198 2

Players

School

Height

College

David Ca nn on

Washington

6-2

Oklahoma City

Mike Frazier

Lincol n

5- 11

Not Applicable

Phil Harbert

West

6- 7

West Texas Sta te

Larry Horn

Linc ol n

6- 0

West Texa s State

Rick Lindsey

Kennedy

5- 10

Not Applicable

Kevin Murphy

Jefferson

5-9

Not Applicable

Lyle Peterson

South

6- 2

Kansas University

Gary Sanchez

Cen tr al

6- 1

U.C . L.A.

Terry Smalley

Washington

5-11

Baylor University
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If your document doesn' t look like the one above,
did you remember to:

o
o

o

Press COLUMN after pressing DEL to delete the
entire Class column?
Place the cursor on the right margin symbol when
adding your new column?
Realign your table after you finished making
revisions?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

4
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In the last segment you learned how to
revise tables created with Column Layout
by adding and deleting columns. In this
segment you will learn to move and copy
columns within tables created with Column
Layout.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to move and copy columns in a table
created with Column Layout.

1·4
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MAIN IDEA
To move or copy an entire column, follow these steps:
1. Move the cursor to the first character of the first
line of the column you want moved or copied.
2. Press MOVE or COPY.
3. Press COLUMN.
4. Move the cursor to the place where the column is
to be inserted.
5. Press ENTER.
You cannot move or copy a column to an area that
is not already designated as a table.
To realign a table after moving or copying a column,
follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place
Press
Press
Press

the cursor under the Begin Table code.
ENTER.
LAYOUT.
ENTER.

If you have enough information about moving and
copying columns in a table, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.

m
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HELP
To move or copy an entire column, follow these steps:

MO'JE.

.",Nallle

1. Move the cursor to the first character of the first
line of the column you want moved or copied.
If the column has a heading or title that is part
of the table, place the cursor on the first character
of the heading or title. The cursor must be on the
same line as the Begin Table code.
2. Press MOVE or COPY.
The prompt " Move what?" or " Copy what?"
appears.
3. Press COLUMN.
The entire column is highlighted. The prompt "To
where?" appears.

Serial Nu mber

578056

Dal ton
Rob in son

A46734

Sc: hultz

18)0)8

=+ Name

Serial Number

Date

Cursor
Dalton
Robinson
Schultz

578056
A46734
783038

03/01/83
03/15/83
03/01/83

Name

Ser ia l Number

Date

Dalton
Robinson
Schultz

578056
A46734
7830 38

Move what ?

To where ?

Numeric Tables

Dat e

OJ/01/8)
03 / l5 / 8)
03/ 01 / 83

03/01/83
03/15/83
03/01/83
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4. Move the cursor to the place where the column is
to be inserted.
The area you are moving or copying to must already
be established as a table.

5. Press ENTER.
The column is moved or copied.

Cursor
Name

Ser i a l Number

Dalton
Robinson
Schultz

578056
A46734
7830 38

Name

Date

Dalton
03/01/83
Robinson 03/15/83
Schultz 03/01/83

I

03/01/83
03/15/83
03/01/83

Serial Number
578056
A46734
783038
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After you have moved or copied a column, you must
realign your table. To realign a table after moving or
copying a column, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor under the Begin Table code of
the revised table.
2. Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
3. Press LAYOUT.
The a's realign.
4. Press ENTER.
The columns realign and you are back in the typing
area.

To move and copy columns in a table, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In the following Demonstration you will move a
column within a table and copy a column from one
table into an existing table.
Choose Revise to access the following document:

Document name: Passenger List 3
Diskette name: TRAIN3
First, you will move the NAME column between the
DATE and DESTINATION columns in the first table.

Below is a l is t of passenge r s who re qu i r e s pecial die t s.
t h i s li s t t o pl an t he fligh t menus fo r the dates lis t ed.

Please use

SUPER AIRL,uU5v~S-tB'G~
NAME
-

DATE
-

Alber t son Par t y (10)
Bur r Pa rt y (16)
Jer r y Carrin
Hea th e r Og l e
Fre d Rogers
Te d Williams

09/ 13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

DESTINATION
Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Istanb u l

-DIETLow Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

.J
NAME
Alb e r tson Par t y (10)
Bur r Pa r ty (16)
Je r ry Car r in
Hea th e r Og l e
Fr ed Rogers
Ted Wi ll iams

-DATE
-

COpy
INTO

NE-vJ
rA8l..E

09/20/82
09/20/82
09/20/82
09/21/82
09/2 1/82
09/2 1/82

DESTINATION
Stockholm
Geneva
Paris
Vienna
Florence
London

~
~
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To move the NAME column:
Place the cursor under the Begin Table code of the
first table.
The Begin Table code is on line 12. Make sure your
cursor is on the Begin Table code, not the Format
Change code. This step is included to ensure that your
cursor is on the same line with the Begin Table code.
Place the cursor under the N in NAME.
Press MOVE.
The prompt "Move what?" appears.
Press COLUMN.
The NAME column is highlighted and the prompt
"To where?" appears.
Place the cursor under the D in DESTlNA TlON in
the first table.
Press ENTER.
The NAME column appears in the new position
between DA TE and DESTINA TION.
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Below is a list of passengers who require special diets.
this list to plan the flight menus for the dates listed.

Please use

SUPER AIRLINES PASSENGER LIST

MO\JE TO HERE-

DATE

NAME

--

--

Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

DESTINATION
Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Istanbul

DIET
Low Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

./
NAME

DATE

-Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

--

COpY

INTO

NEw
TABtk.-

_

09/20/82
09/20/82
09/20/82
09/21/82
09/21/82
09/21/82

DESTINATION
Stockholm
Geneva
Paris
Vienna
Florence
London
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You must realign the table as follows:
Place your cursor under the Begin Table code of the
first table.
Make sure the cursor is on the Begin Table code, not
the Format Change code.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
Press LAYOUT.
The a' s realign.
Press ENTER.
The columns are realigned.
Next, you will copy the DIET column into the second
table.
To copy the DIET column:
Place the cursor under the D in DIET.
Again, your cursor must be on the same line with
the Begin Table code.
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Below is a list of passengers who require special diets.
this list to plan the flight menus for the dates listed.
SUPER AIRLINES

PASSENGE~LIST

MOVe.."TO

--

--

Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

H~

e.

DESTINATION

DATE

NAME

Please use

Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Istanbul

DIET
Low Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

./
DATE
-

NAME
Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

COPY

I~TO

NeW
iABL-E.

09/20/82
09/20/82
09/20/82
09/21/82
09/21/82
09/21/82

DESTINATION
Stockholm
Geneva
Paris
Vienna
Florence
London
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Press COPY.
The prompt "Copy what?" appears.
Press COLUMN.
The DIET column is highlighted and the prompt "To
where?" appears.
Place the cursor under the D in DA TE in the second
table.
Press ENTER.
The DIET column appears in the new position.
Now you must realign the second table, as follows :
Place your cursor under the Begin Table code of the
second table.
Make sure the cursor is on the Begin Table code, not
the Format Change code.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
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Press LAYOUT.
The a's realign.
Press ENTER.
The columns are realigned.
Press END.
If you wish, print a copy of your document and
compare it with the one on the next page.
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Your document should look like this:

Below is a list of passengers who require special diets.
this list to plan the flight menus for the dates listed.

Please use

SUPER AIRLINES PASSENGER LIST
DATE

NAME

09/13/82
09/13/82
09/13/82
09/14/82
09/14/82
09/14/82

Albertson Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

Oslo
Bern
Frankfurt
Munich
Rome
Is tanbul

NAME

DIET

DATE

Alber t so n Party (10)
Burr Party (16)
Jerry Carrin
Heather Ogle
Fred Rogers
Ted Williams

Low Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

09/20/82
09/20/82
09/20/82
09/21/82
09/21/82
09/21/82

To practice moving and copying columns in a table on
your own, go on to the Self- Test.
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DESTINATION

DIET
Low Sodium
Low Sodium
Diabetic
Low Fat
Low Fat
Diabetic

DESTINATION
Stockholm
Ge neva
Paris
Vienna
Flo ren ce
London
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SELF-TEST
In this Self-Test you will use the Move and Copy
functions to revise tables. Choose Revise to access the
following document:
Document name: Basketball 3
Diskette name: TRAIN3

MID- EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL-STAR TEAM
1981 -1 982
TO HERE.

MOVE.

Players
David Cannon
Mike Frazier
Phil Harbert
Larry Horn
Rick Lindsey
Kevin Murphy
Lyle Peterson
Gary Sanchez
Terry Smalley

.p

School
-Washington
Lincoln
West
Lincoln
Kennedy
Jefferson
South
Central
Washington

"-

Class
-

College

Senior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Oklahoma City
Not Applicable
West Texas State
West Texas State
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Kansas University
U.C.L.A.
Baylor University

~
Players
David Cannon
Mike Frazier
Phil Ha rbert
Larry Horn
Rick Lindsey
Kevin Murphy
Lyle Peterson
Gary Sanchez
Terry Smalley

COpy
,0 HERE.

Height

~

6-2
5-11
6- 7
6- 0
5-10
5- 9
6- 2
6-1
5-11

18
16
17
18
16
17
18
18
18
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• In the first table, move the Class column between
the Players and School columns.

• Copy the School column from the first table into
the second table, between the Players and Height
columns.
• Realign both tables.
End the document. If you wish, print a copy of your
document and compare it with the one in the Feedback.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

MID-EASTERN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ALL- STAR TEAM
1981 - 1982
Players

Class

School

College

David Cannon
Mike Frazier
Phil Harbert
Larry Horn
Rick Lindsey
Kevin Murphy
Lyle Peterson
Gary Sanchez
Terry Smalley

Senior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Washington
Lincoln
West
Lincoln
Kennedy
Jefferson
South
Central
Washington

Oklahoma City
Not Applicable
West Texas State
West Texas State
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Kansas University
U.C.L . A.
Baylor University

Players

School

Height

~

David Cannon
Mike Frazier
Phil Harber t
Larry Horn
Rick Lindsey
Kevin Murphy
Lyle Peterson
Gary Sanchez
Terry Smalley

Washington
Lincoln
West
Lincoln
Kennedy
Jefferson
South
Central
Washington

6-2
5- 11
6- 7
6-0
5- 10
5-9
6- 2
6-1
5- 11

18
16
17
18
16
17
18
18
18
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If your document doesn' t look like the one on the
previous page, did you remember to :

o

o

Press COLUMN after pressing MOVE or COpy
to move or copy the entire column?
Realign your tables after you finished making
revisions?

Numeric Tables
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

5

BOB ...
WE NEE.DTO
REFORMAT THESE.
TABLES TO At--)
lI"x 8'12.'
HORIZONTAL
~e

Numeric Tables

...

In previous segments of this lesson you
learned how to create tables using Column
Layout. You also learned how to revise
tables and add, delete, move, and copy
columns. In this lesson you will learn how
to revise the table formats. Revising table
formats will properly realign a table within
a document that has had margins changed.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to realign columns and reformat tables
created with Column Layout.

1·5
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MAIN IDEA
If changing margins in a document affects the overall
format of the table, the Format Change code preceding
the table instruction must also be revised. When you
change the margins in the document format, the
margins in a table do not change because of the Format
Change code that always precedes the table. Follow
these steps to change the document format and table
format:
1. Change the document format, as necessary.
2. In the typing area, place the cursor under the
Format Change code in each table within the
document and press ENTER.
3. Change the margins in the Margins and Tabs menu
and press ENTER.
4. Place the cursor under the Begin Table code.
5. Press ENTER, then LAYOUT, and ENTER again.
6. If text also follows the table, place the cursor under
the Format Change code after the End Table code
and press ENTER.
7. Change the margins in the Margins and Tabs menu
and press ENTER.
8. Paginate the document after you have made all the
changes.

If you have enough information about revising formats,
go on to the Demonstration. If you would like more
detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
When you change the margins in the document, the
margins in a table do not change because of the Format
Change code preceding the table. However, you do
not have to retype the table. You merely reformat it.
Follow these steps:
1. Change the document format, as necessary.
Choose Change D ocument Format in the Create
or Revise Document menu to make changes.

CREATE OR REVISE DOCUMENT
ID ITEM

c
d

DocumenLComment
Change Document Formal
Cllange lIernate Forma
Preserve Page Numbers

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

2

1 = Yes 2 = No

When finished with this menu, press ENTER .
IrYpe ID leHer to chooserreM; press ENTER: Ill!

Format change

2. In the typing area, place the cursor under the
Format Change code in each table within the
document and press ENTER.
The Format Selection menu appears.

The following is the list of contributions
made for the months of January, February
and March.
I[

January

$1,225.00
985.00
2,345.00

February

$

975.00
1,550.00
675.00

March

$1.345.00
880.00
$575.00

These figures represent collections from
three precincts.
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3. Change the margins in the Margins and Tabs menu
and press ENTER.
The margins in your table should be compatible
with the new margins in your document.
Note: You do not change the tabs for the table in
the Margins and Tabs menu. The system will reset
the tabs when you adjust the table in Step 5.
4. Place the cursor under the Begin Table code.
The Begin Table code is highlighted.
5. Press ENTER, then LAYOUT, and ENTER again.
The Column Layout instructions appear when you
press ENTER. When you press LAYOUT, the
columns rearrange according to the new format.
When you press ENTER the second time, the
system returns to the typing area.
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6. If text also follows the table, place the cursor under
the Format Change code after the End Table code
and press ENTER.
Set Display Codes to Yes, if necessary, to find the
Format Change code.
7. Change the margins in the Margins and Tabs menu.
8. Paginate the document after you have made all the
changes.
Pagination adjusts the text portion of the document.

The following is the list of contributions
made for the months of January, February
and March.
JanuarI
$1,225.00
985.00
2,345.00

$

975.00
1,550.00
675.00

March
$1,345.00
880.00
$575.00

I[

Formal change

Numeric Tables

FebruarI

These figures represent collections from
three precincts.

Note: If you have more than one table format, be sure
to revise all the Format Change codes affected.

To realign columns and reformat tables created using
Column Layout, go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
There are two Demonstrations and a Self-Test for this
segment. The first Demonstration and the Self-Test
give you practice on only the topic covered in this
segment - revising formats . The second
Demonstration, which is optional, gives you practice
on the various methods you have learned for revising
tables and formats.
In the following Demonstration you will revise the
document format and table format so that the
document below fits on a 215 .9 x 279.4 mm (SY.l x
11 in.) page. It is currently set up for a 279.4 x 215.9
mm (11 x SY.l in.) page as illustrated.

Bel ow , you wll1 see . compar a Uve report of the net earnings of the Products 0lvi9ion.
figu r es f r om 1982 ar e subl t anthlly h ighe r t han t hoge from previous years.

Line Items

Gr oss Income
Sa lea
Serv i ce

Coa t of Sa les
Coa t o f Se rvi ce
Adm inistra t ive Expf'nses

In t eres t on Deb t
I ncome on Interest
Ea rn i ng s be f ore Ta xes

No t ice t ha t the

.!1!!

.!1!!.

1980

57,000 , 000
400 , 000
$7,400 , 000

$5 , 000,000
)00,000
S5.300,OOO

$4,000,000
200,000
$4 , 200,000

2,000,000
150 , 000
1,000.000
10,000
500 , 000
4,740 , 000

1 , 500,000
100,000
750,000

1,300,000

9,000

400,000
3,)41,000

75 , 000
500 , 000

8,000
)00,000

Income ta xes

400,000

)00,000

2,6 17 , 000
200 , 000

No< Ear ning s

$4 , 340,COO

$3,041 , 000

$2,417 , 000

Based on current t r ends , 'oJe expec t 1983 s al e s t o surpass 198 2 s al es .
l ar ge l y due to the effective marketing programs \ole hav e devel o ped .

1m

The in c rea se 'oJe have rea lized 1s
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Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Comparative Report
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Select Change Document Format in the Create or
Revise Document menu.
Change the margins to 18 and 90.
Choose Change Page Format and change paper size
to 215.9 x 279.4 mm (81;2 x 11 in.).
Change the last typing line to 60.
If you are using a sheet-feed paper handler, change
Printing Paper Source to feed paper from the top
drawer. Be sure that 215.9 x 279.4 mm (8 112 x 11 in.)
paper is loaded in the top drawer.

Go to the typing area.
Notice that the left margin of the text is at 18. The
table is not.

Numeric Tables
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Now you will change the margins for the table.
Place your cursor under the Format Change code for
the table and press ENTER.
The Format Change code is at the beginning of line
10.
You may want to set Display Codes to Yes to find
the Format Change code. Be sure to set Display Codes
to No after you have found the code.
The Format Selection menu appears when you press
ENTER.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs.
You will see the message" A table follows. Tabs should
not be changed." This message is just a reminder that
you do not change the tabs for the table in the Margins
and Tabs menu.
Change the margins to 18 and 90.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
Place the cursor under the Begin Table code, which
is also on line 10.
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Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
Press LAYOUT.
The columns realign according to the new format. Your
table will now fit on a 215. 9 x 279.5 mm (8\12 x 11
in.) page.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
You must now change the Format Change code after
the table.
Place your cursor under the Format Change code after
the End Table code on line 26.
Be sure your cursor is under the Format Change code.
Press ENTER.
Change the margins to 18 and 90 in the Margins and
Tabs menu.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.

Numeric Tables
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End your document.
Paginate the document.
Pagination readjusts the text portion of the document.
Print a copy of your document if you wish to compare
it with the one on the next page.
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Your table should look like this:

Below, you will see a comp arative report of the net earnings of the
Products Division. Notice that the figu r es from 1982 are substantially
higher than those from previous years.
Line Items
Gross Income
Sales
Service
Cost of Sales
Cost of Service
Administrative Expenses
I nt erest on Debt
Income on Interest
Ea rning s before Taxes
Income Taxes
Net Ea rning s

1982

1981

1980

$7,000,000
400,000
$7,400,000

$5,000,000
300,000
$5,300,000

$4,000,000
200,000
$4,200,000

2 ,000,000
150,000
1,000,000
10,000
500,000
4,740,000
400,000

1, 500,00 0
100,000
750,000
9 , 000
400,000
3,341,000
300 , 000

1, 300 ,000
75 ,000
500,000
8,000
300,000
2,617,000
200 , 000

$4,340,000

$3,041,000

$2 ,417,000

Based on cu r ren t trends, we expect 1983 sales t o surpass 1982
sales. The increase we have realized is largel y due to the e f fective
marketing programs we have developed .

To revise formats and columns on another document,
go on to the next page.
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DEMONSTRATION 2
In this Demonstration you will put together the
methods you have learned for revising tables and
formats. You will be making revisions within columns,
adding and deleting columns, and changing formats
to the document on the next page.
Your boss decides that the table must be updated to
include the figures from 1982 and omit the figures from
the oldest four years. She would also like the table
to fit on a 215 .9 x 279.4 mm (8 Jh x 11 in.) page.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Finance Table 2
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Stop at the Create or Revise Document menu.
First, you will change the margins for the document.
Select Change Document Format and change the
margins to 18 and 90.
Choose Change Page Format and change paper size
to 215.9 x 279.4 mm (8 112 x 11 in.).
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Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements prepared at the end of the annual
acco unti ng pe r iod -- a statement of i ncome and a balance sheet . There may also be other statements
containi ng i mportant information . These might include a reconciliation of retained earnings in the business,
a statement of source and application funds, and listings of such items as inventories, accounts receivable,
a nd accounts payable . However, the statement of income and the balance sheet are basic financial statemeocs.
Any business can reasonably be expected to have these two available.
Sample Comparative Balance Sheet
ASSETS

~

1981

1980

1979

170, 000
~168 , 888 L

January$2JQ,DOO$189,000

$173,000

February 617, 000 162,000

155,000

144,000

March

173,0 0 0 165,000

158,000

147,000

103,0 0

April

2.11,000 166,000

159,000

148,000

104,0 0

May

178,000 168,000

161,000

150 , 000

106, 00

17/,000
June

101.,000 169 , 000

162,000

131,QQQ

July

Z-3/,OOO 189,000

182,000

161,000

I 2.5; c.a>2 00 , 000

190,000

181,000

September 110,0002. 50,000

195,000

191,000

205,000

200,000

Augus t

October

17'4,000l 55,OOO

207000

November 2.(X),()CD2 6 0 , 000
Decemb er 1'1, flJ(72 61 , 000

Numeric Tables
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Change Last Typing Line to 60.
If you are using a sheet-feed paper handler, change

Printing Paper Source to feed paper from the top
drawer.
Be sure that 215 .9 x 279.4 mm (8~ x 11 in.) paper
is loaded in the top drawer.
Go to the typing area.
The left margin for the text is now at 18, but the table
is not.
Now you will change the margins for the table.
Place your cursor under the Format Change code for
the table and press ENTER.
The Format Change code is at the beginning of line
17. Use the cursor movement keys to place the cursor
on the Format Change code.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs.
The message "A table follows. Tabs should not be
changed" appears.
Change the margins to 18 and 90.

GO
l
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Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements prepared at the end of the annual
accounting period -- a statement of income and a balance sheet . There ma y also be other statements
containing important i nf ormation. These might include a reconciliation of retained earnings in the business,
a statement of source and application funds, and listings of such items as inventories, accounts receivable,
and accounts payable. However, the statement of income and the balance sheet are basic financial statements.
Any business can reasonably be expected to have these two available.
Sample Comparative Balance Sheet
1980

1979

1976

19 5

January $llc:r,OOO $189,OOO

$173,000

1 170000
S I 6h 00 0 q

$130,00

$120 000

FebruarY .'7,000 162,OOO

155,000

144,000

110,0 0

100 000

165,000

158,000

147,000

113,0 0

103 000

April

l-II,OOO 166,000

159,000

148,000

114, 00

10 ,000

May

'78,000 168,000

161,000

150,000

126 000

00

10 ,000

127 000

10 ,000
11 ,000

ASSETS

March

tID,..

17~,OOO

1981

June

I01,()()() 169,000

162,000

'"71,000
I 5 I , 000 Il..-

July

2.'if,ooo 189,000

182,000

161,000

13 ,000

200,000

190,000

181,000

14 ,000

September 110,«10250,000

195,000

191,000

August

11!~,QOO

n~,OOO 255,OOO

200,000

November 1.00,000260,000

205,000

December 1.7,~oo 261,000

206,000

October
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Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
The left margin for the table is now at 18 also.
The table extends past the new right margin of 90.
The system will correct this when you realign the table
after you make all the revisions.
First you will delete the 1978, 1977, 1976, and 1975
columns.
Place your cursor under the 1 in 1978.
Your cursor is already on the same line with the Begin
Table code.
Press DEL.
The prompt "Delete what?" appears.
Press COLUMN.
The entire 1978 column is highlighted.
Press ENTER.
The 1978 column is deleted and the other columns
move over.
Follow the same steps to delete the 1977, 1976, and
1975 columns.
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Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements prepared at the end of the annual
accounting period -- a statement of income a nd a balance sheet. There may also be other statements
containing important information.
These might include a reconciliation of retained earnings in the business,
a statement of source and application funds, and listings of such items as inventories, accounts receivable,
and accounts payable. However, the statement of income and the balance sheet are basic financial stateme~t s .
Any business can reasonably be expected to have these two available.
Sa mple Comparative Balance Sheet

ASSETS

Bib

1981

1980

1979

197

1976

19 5

$159,00

$130,00

$120 000

January $1''',000 $189, 000

$173,000

~ HfA~R&

February

"7,000 162,000

155,000

11.4,000

138,00

a

110,0

a

100 000

March

1 7~,OOO

165,000

158,000

147,000

141,00

123, 00

113, a

a

103 000

April

l-1I,ooo

166,000

159,000

148,000

124, 00

114, 00

10 ,000

May

'78,000 168, 000

161,000

150,000

126 000

116, 00

10 ,000

,."

000

J une

IOl.,()()(J 169,000

162,000

July

~'i',OOO 189,000

182,000

161,000

200,000

190,000

181,000

Sep temb er IIO,«Jt0 250, 000

195,000

191,000

August

I~~,()OO

! 5 )' 0 0 0

n'4,OOD 255,000

200,000

November UO,OOO 260,OOO

205,000

October

December
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206,000

12..-

000

10 ,000
11 ,000
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Now you will realign the table.

Place the cursor under the Begin Table code at the
beginning of line 17.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions appear.
Press LAYOUT.
The a's realign.
Press ENTER.
The entire table is realigned.
Next you will make the revisions in the 1979 column.
Place your cursor under the 1 in 168,000. Use BKSP,
DEL, or REPLACE to correct the number.
Be sure you do not delete the tab following the number.
Place your cursor under the 1 in 151,000. Use BKSP,
DEL, or REPLACE to correct the number.
Be sure you do not delete the tab following the number.
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Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements prepared a t the end of the annual
accounting period -- a statement of income and a balance sheet . There may also be o th er s tatement s
containing important information. These might include a reconciliation of retained ea rning s in th e business,
a statement of source and a ppli ca ti on funds, and li s tings of s uch items a s inventories, accounts receivable,
and accounts payable. However, the statement of income and the balance shee t are basic financial statement s .
Any busine s s can reasonabl y be expect ed t o hav e these two available .
Sampl e Compa r ative Balance Sheet
ASSETS

lID:.

1981

1980

~

1979
170,000

January$l/Q,OOO $189,000

$173,000

February hl7, OOO 16 2 ,000

155,000

144,000

120, 00

March

17!J, OOD 16 5 ,000

158 ,000

147 , 000

123 , 00

April

2./1,000 166,000

159,000

148,000

124 000

May

178,000 168,000

161,000

150,000

126 000

10 ,000

June

I () 1. I ()()() 169,000

162,000

12 ,000

10 ,000

July

2..1.1,000 189 , 000

182,000

161,000

13 ,000

7,000

August Il.~()()() 200,000

190,000

181,000

Sep tember IIO,DOD 250,000

195,000

191,000

n4,ooo 255,000

205,000

200,000

October

November z.oO,CIClO 260 ,000
December IQ7, 'f00 26 1,000
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0

8,000
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N ow you will make the revisions to the 1980 column.
Since you are adding an entry to the column, you must
isolate the column.
~

Place the cursor under the 1 in 1980.
Press COLUMN and follow the prompt to press
ENTER to revise the column.
The 1980 column appears by itself on the screen.
Add the number 207,000 just before the last entry
in the 1980 column.
Place the cursor on the same line with the entry
210,000, then tab twice to the decimal tab setting for
this column.
Type 207,000.
Press RETURN.
The new entry is added to the column and 210,000
moves down to the next line.
Press ENTER to return to the regular typing area.
N ow you will add the column for 1982.

I

-

198 1

1980

$189,000

$173 , 000

162,000

155,000

165 , 000

158,000

166 , 000

159 , 000

168,000

161 , 000

169 , 000

162 , 000

189 , 000

182 , 000

200 , 000

190,000

250 , 000

195 , 000

255,000
260 , 000

205,iWL-

~
10,00

'UJ7,OOO

261,000
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Make sure the cursor is on the same line as the Begin
Table code (line 17).
Place the cursor under the 1 of 1981.
Press COLUMN.
The prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create a column" appears.
Press COLUMN to create a new column.
The Column Layout instructions appear. Follow the
instructions to create a new column.
Set up the new column on a decimal tab and allow
for the centered heading.
The longest entry is eight characters ( $219,000).
Remember to type $219,000, then type a period and
press CTR. You will see o's, not a's, when you type
the longest entry.
Press LAYOUT.
The a's and o's realign.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout typing area appears. You will
now type the new column.

Numeric Tables
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Type the column heading, 1982, including the
underline.
-Press RETURN once.
The line spacing for the table is set at double spacing.

Most businesses will ha
accounting period -- a statel
containing important informat
a statement of source and app
and accounts payable. Howeve :
Any business can reasonably bl

Type the column.
Be sure to tab over to the decimal tab to type the
entries.
When you are finished typing the new column, press
ENTER.
The 1982 column is correctly inserted into the existing
table.
End your document.
Paginate the document to realign the text.
If you wish, print a copy of your document and
compare it with the document on the next page.

Sample Comparative Balance st

IQB'L/

ASS~

1981

2. I Q/OOO

January

~'7/000

February

162,000

173,000

March

165,000

'2-11,000

April

166,000

17e,OOO

May

168,000

10'-/000

June

169,000

2.31,(X)O

July

189,000

1"25,000

August

200,000

//0,000

September

250,000

174/000

October

255,000

21:>0,000

November

260,000

F::r1, <l00

December

261,000

$189,000
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Your document should look like this:

Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements
prepa r ed at the end of the annual accounting period -- a statement of
income and a balance sheet. Ther e may also be other statements
containing i mportant information. These might include a rec o ncilia tion
of retained earnings in the business, a statement of source and
applica t ion f u nds, and listings of such i t ems as inventories, accounts
receivable, and accounts payable . However, the s tatement of in come and
the balance sheet are basic financial statements. Any business can
reasonably be expected t o h ave the se two available .
Samp le Comparative Balance Sheet

1982

1981

1980

1979

$219,000

$189,000

$173 ,000

$170 ,000

February

617,000

162,000

155,000

144,000

March

173,000

165,000

158,000

147,000

April

211,000

166,000

159,000

148,000

May

178,000

168,000

161,000

150,000

June

102,000

169,000

16 2 ,000

171,000

July

231,000

189,000

182,000

161 , 000

August

125,000

200,000

190,000

181,000

Sep t e mb er

110,000

250,000

195 , 000

19 1, 000

Oc t ob er

174, 000

255 ,000

205 ,000

200,000

Novemb er

200,000

260,000

207,000

205,000

Decemb e r

197,900

261 , 000

210,000

206, 000

ASSETS
January

To revise formats on your own, go on to the Self-Test.
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SELF-TEST
In this Self-Test you will revise the document format
and the table format for the following table.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Perfect Attendance
Diskette name: TRAIN3

PERfECT ATTENDANCE

1981 1982 School Year

lnspite o f all the incleMent ... eather. and all the Illnesses wh f t h c an abound as a result. the f o ll o wing
students have had perfect attendance during the 1981-1982 school year.

Student Name
James BrO\JT\

Kartha Chaptn
C.I Cott leford
Cornelia Dalton
Dona ld Oun\,/oody
Anne-Marte Easton
Evelyn Folsom
Lelolts Gregory

"tary Margaret Hurphy
Ral ph Rubin
John IJllk.inson

Class
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshma n

Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sen i or
Junior
Senio r
Freshman

Each one of these students should be comme nded.
stand up fo r a round o f app lause.

• Change the margins for the text before the table
to 18 and 90.
• Change the paper size to 215.9 x 279.4 mm (8lh x
II in.).
• Change Last Typing Line to 60.
• Change Printing Paper Source to Top.
• Change the margins for the table to 18 and 90.
• Change the margins for the text after the table to
18 and 90.
• Paginate and print the document and compare it
with the one in the Feedback.
For Feedback, go on to the next page.
Numeric Tables

RoolII No.

III
JI4
20J
101
118
182
110
JI2

Section

~

10-1
12-1
11-2

10All
I2CO
II ....

'-I

10-8
10 - 1
' -2

12-2

217

10-2

JI2
10J

12-\
'-2

'Al

lOCO

10All
'CD
12eo
lOCO
I2All
'CD

At the next Student Asse mbly. let's have each o ne of them

I

.

Revising Formats / Feedback

FEEDBACK

Your table should look like the following:

PERFECT ATTENDANCE
1981-1982 School Year
Inspite of all the inclement weather, and all the illnesses which
can abound as a r esul t, the following s tud ents have had perfect
attendance during the 1981-1982 schoo l year .
Student Name
James Brown
Martha Chapin
Ca l Cottleford
Cornelia Dalton
Donald Dunwoody
Anne-Marie Easton
Evelyn Folsom
Lewis Gregory
Mary Margare t Murphy
Ralph Rubin
John Wilkinson

Class
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Senior
Freshman

Room No.

Section

Group

151
314
203
101
17 8
18 2
110
312
217
312
10 3

10-1
12-1
11- 2
9-1
10-B
10-1
9-2
12-2
10- 2
12-1
9-2

10AB
12CD
llAB
9AB
10CD
10AB
9CD
12CD
10CD
12AB
9CD

Each one of these students s hould be commended . At th e next
Student Assembly , let's have each one of them stand up for a round of
applause.
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If your table doesn't look like the illustration, did
you remember to:

o

o
o
o
o
o

o

Change the margins for the document?
Change the paper size for the document?
Change the last typing line for the document?
Change the margins for the table?
Press LAYOUT to realign the table?
Revise the Format Change code after the table to
change the margins?
Paginate the document to adjust the text line
endings for the document?
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Using the Column Reference Function (Textpack 6J

The Column Reference function allows you to select
a column from a table created using Column Layout
and automatically place it next to the left-hand column.
This helps you make perfectly aligned revisions.
Column Reference also allows you to have your column
headings remain on the screen. This helps ensure that
you type or revise entries in the correct column.
When you use the Column Reference function you
will see a horizontal bar and a vertical bar on your
screen. The information above the horizontal bar is
called the top reference area. This usually contains
your column headings. The text to the left of the
vertical bar is called the side reference area. This
contains the text in the left column of your table. The
area to the right of the vertical bar contains the
information in the column you have chosen to revise.

982
Assets
Liabilities

$11,000.00
$ 5,000.00
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Using the Column Reference Function (Textpack 6 J

The Column Reference function is primarily used
while revising a table. Later in this lesson you will
learn an alternate way to create a table by defining
the column reference areas first, then using them as
guides for typing the table. When you create the table,
you will actually be revising "empty" columns.
Because you are actually revising, you must first
have a good understanding of revising tables using
column reference areas.

Numeric Tables

In the first segment of this lesson you will learn
how to define the column reference areas while revising
a document. The second segment teaches you how to
make revisions to the defined reference areas. In the
third segment you will learn to define column reference
areas while you create a document. Then you will learn
to create a table using Column Reference by actually
revising "empty" columns.

Defining the Reference Area While Revising

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this unit

1
REV I? E.

==
,==
,==
-- -- 1,
-' - - 1=== I=== I===
===I~'===

You can use the Column Reference
function while revising tables that were
previously created using Column Layout.
The function allows you to view columns
side by side to help ensure that revisions
are perfectly aligned.
You can use the Column Reference
function to establish a top reference area,
a side reference area, or both. The area
you establish depends upon your needs. In
this segment you will learn to define both
a top and a side column reference area.

~I ~ I -----

Your goal for this segment is to be able
to define the top and side reference areas
for a document while revising it.
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Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To define the column reference areas while revising a
table, follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor on the first character of the column
you are going to revise.
2. Press COLUMN.
3. Press SCREEN FORMAT.
4. Complete the Column Reference Area Setup menu.
5. Revise the column.

If you have enough information on defining the column
reference areas while revising, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.

-
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HELP
To define the top and side column reference areas while
revising a table, follow these steps:

Cursor

1. Place the cursor on the first character of the column
you are going to revise.
The cursor must be on the same line as the Begin
Table code, but it can be anywhere on this line,
depending upon which column you will revise.
July
August
September

Fiscal
Year
1979
to
1980

Fiscal
Year
1980
to

lW..-

Eiscal
Year
1981
to
1982

420
434
439

425
44
450

426
451
462

2. Press COLUMN.
This indicates that you will be revising the table.
The prompt " Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" appears. The message
below reads "Press SCREEN FORMAT to create
or revise reference areas."

[ Press ENTER to revise column . Press COLUMN to create column .~
=~
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Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise reference areas.

2·1

Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Help

3. Press SCREEN FORMAT.
The Column Reference Area Setup menu appears.

COLUMN REFERENCE AREA SETUP
ID ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

a

Side Reference Area

2

1 = Yes 2= No

b

Number 01 Lines in
Top Reference Area

o

0-15

When finished wilh this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID leHer 10 choose ITEM;!i!ess ~TER: IJJ
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Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Help

4. Complete the Column Reference Area Setup menu.
You can set up a side reference area, a top reference
area, or both.
• To set up the side reference area, change Your
Choice to Yes for Side Reference Area. The side
reference area is the left column of your table
unless you are revising the left column. Then the
side reference area will show the right column(s)
of your table.
• To set up the top reference area, indicate the
number of lines you want to see at the top of
the screen in Number of Lines in Top Reference
Area. These lines will usually be your column
headings if they are a part of the table.
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COLUMN REFERENCE AREA SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

a

Side Refere nce Area _ ____

b

Number of Lines in
Top Reference Area

o

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 leUer 10 chooselrEri;lireSS"HffiR] ~

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = Yes 2 = No
0·15

2·1

Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Help

For example, if your column headings are five
lines long, change Your Choice to 5. You can
choose to have up to 15 lines in the top reference
area. The number of lines you select displays after
you follow the prompt to press ENTER.

COLUMN REFERENCE AREA SETUP
YOUR
CHOICE

10 ITEM

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

a Side Reference Area

1 = Yes 2 = No

b

0-15

Number of Lines in
Top Reference Area

July
August
September

Fiscal
Year
1979
to
1980

Fiscal
Year
1980
to
1981

Fiscal
Year
1981
to
1982

420
434
439

425
444
450

426
451
462
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Note: The reference areas you set up are not
permanent. The areas can be redefined at any time
by accessing the Column Reference Area Setup menu
and making the necessary changes.
S. Revise the column.
Follow the prompt to revise a column. You will
see the side reference area, the column you have
chosen to revise, and the top reference area on the
screen. The reference areas are separated by vertical
and horizontal bars. You can now make revisions
to the selected column using the reference areas
as guidelines.

2·1

Top reference area

Fiscal

Year
1981
to

1982

Side
reference
July
area - --August
September

426
451
462

Selected column

To define column reference areas while revising, go on
to the Demonstration.

Numeric Tables
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2·1 Defining the Reference Area While Revising I Demonstration

DEMONSTRATION
In the following Demonstration you will define column
reference areas and make minor revisions to the table
illustrated.

Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Sample
Diskette name: TRAIN3
First you will define column reference areas for the
table illustrated and change some of the numbers in
the 1976 column. You could count down the numbers
or count across the columns to find the numbers that
must be revised. But it would be easier to make the
revisions if you could actually see the months and years,
as well as the column, at the same time.
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FINANCE
Nost businesses will have at least two basic financial stateme nt s prepa r ed a t t he end of th e a nnu a l
accounting period -- a sta t ement of income and a balance sheet. There may also be other s t ateme nt s con t aining
important information . These might include a reconciliation of retained earnings in the business , a s t atement
of source and application f unds, and listings of such items as invento r ies, accounts receivable , and acco un t s
payable. However , the statement of income and the balance sheet are basic financial statements . Any business
can reasonably be expected to have these t wo available .
Sample Comparative Balance Sheet

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

$189,000

$173,000

$168 , 000

$159,000

$140,000

5130,000

$120 , 000

February

162,000

155,000

144,000

138,000

120 , 000

110,000

100,000

March

165,000

158,000

14 7 ,000

141,000

123 ,000

113,000

103,000

April

166 , 000

159,000

148,000

142,000

124,000

114 , 000

104,000

May

168 , 000

161,000

150,000

144,000

126 , 000

116 , 000

106,000

J u ne

169 , 000

162 , 000

151 , 000

145 , 000

127 , 000

July

189 , 000

182,000

161 , 000

155 , 000

137 , 000

August

200,000

190,000

181 , 000

165 , 000

148 , 000

147,000

128,000

September

250,000

195 , 000

191 , 000

185 , 000

154 , 000

153,000

138 , 000

OJ,;'b!

255,000

205,000

200 , 000

195,000

164,000

163,000

148,000

November

260 , 000

210 , 000

205 , 000

100 , 000

169 , 000

168,000

153 , 000

Decembe r

26 1, 000

2 11, 000

206 , 000

10 1, 000

170 , 000

169 , 000

154 , 000

ASSETS
January
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2·1 Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Demonstration

Go to the typing area.
Place the cursor under the 1 in the heading 1976.
Make sure you are on the same line as the Begin Table
code.
Press COLUMN.
The prompt " Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" appears. The message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas" also appears.
Press SCREEN FORMAT.
The Column Reference Area Setup menu appears. You
will complete this menu to define areas for column
reference.
Establish a side reference area by changing Your
Choice to Yes for Side Reference Area.
Since the column headings are only one line long,
change the 0 to 1 for Number of Lines in the Top
Reference Area.
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FINANCE
~los t businesses will have at least two basic financial statemen t s prepared a t the end of th e a nnual
accounting period -- a s t a t emen t of income and a balance shee t. There may also be othe r s t atement s co nt ai ning
important information. These might include a reconciliation o f retained earnings in the business , a sta t eme nt
of sou r ce and applica ti on f und s , a nd listings of s u c h it e ms as in ve nt o ri es , acco unt s re ceivab l e , and accounts
pa yable. However , the statement of income and the balance sheet are basic fina n c i al statements . Any b u siness
can reasonably be expected to have th ese t wo available .

Samele Comearative Ba lance Sheet

1981

1980

1979
-----

1978

1977

1976

1975

5189,000

S I 73 , 000

5168 , 000

5159 , 000

5140 , 000

5130 , 000

5120 , 000

Februar y

162,000

155,000

144 , 000

138,000

120,000

110,000

100 , 000

March

165, 000

158 , 000

147 , 000

141,000

123 , 000

11 3 , 000

10 3 ,000

April

166 , 000

159,000

148,000

142 , 000

124 , 000

114 , 000

104 , 000

May

168,000

161 , 000

150,000

144 , 000

126 , 000

116 , 000

106 , 000

ASSETS
Januar y

122000

~

June

169 , 000

162 , 000

151,000

145 , 000

127 , 000

July

189 , 000

182 , 000

161 , 000

155 , 000

137 , 000

August

200,000

190,000

181 , 000

165 , 000

148 , 000

147,000

128 , 000

Sep tembe r

250 , 000

195 , 000

191,000

185 , 000

154 , 000

153 , 000

138 , 000

oc~tr

255 , 000

205 , 000

200 , 000

19 5 ,000

164 , 000

163 , 000

148,000

Novembe r

260 , 000

210 , 000

205 , 000

100 , 000

169,000

108 , 000

153 , 000

December

26 1,000

2 1 1,000

206 , 000

10 1, 000

170 , 000

169 , 000

154 , 000
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2·1 Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Demonstration

Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
The message to press SCREEN FORMAT to create
or revise reference areas appears again. This allows
you to change or view your choices if you'd like. The
prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" also appears again.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
The system is now in the Column Reference typing
area. You can see the first column of your table in
the side reference area. You can see your column
heading in the top reference area.
Delete the number 127,000 across from July. Delete
the tab preceding it and the carrier return following
it.
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FINANC E
No s t bu s ine s s e s will have at lea s t two ba s i c financia l statemen t s prepared at t he e nd of the a nnual
accounting pe riod - - a s tatement o f in c ome and a balance sheet . There may al s o be other statements containing
important in fo rma ti on . The s e might i nc lude a r econ c i l iati on of r e tained e arning s in the bu s in e ss , a statemen t
of source and appli c ation funds , a nd li s tings of such items a s inventor i e s , accoun t s receivable, and acco unt s
pa yab l e. However, th e s t a t e me nt of in co me and th e balance s h ee t are basic financial statements. Any bu s iness
can re aso nabl y be e xpe c ted to ha ve th ese two av a ila ble.
Sampl e Compa r a t ive Ba l ance She e t
ASSET S

198 1

1980

19 79

1978

1977

19 76

197 5

J anuar y

S189,OOO

S I73 , OOO

$168,000

S1 59,OOO

S140,OOO

5130,000

$120 , 000

Febru a r y

16 2 , 000

155 ,0 00

144 , 000

138 , 000

120 ,000

110, 000

100,000

Nar ch

165 , 000

158 , 000

147 , 000

141 , 000

123 , 000

113 , 000

103 , 000

April

166,000

159,000

148 , 000

142 , 000

124,000

114,000

104 , 000

Ha y

168,000

161,000

150,000

144,000

126,000

116 , 000

106,000

12.2 000

~

107,000

June

169 , 000

16 2 ,000

151,000

145,000

127 , 000

J uly

189,000

182,000

161,000

155,000

137 , 000

Augu s t

200,000

190 , 000

181 , 000

165 , 000

148,000

147,000

128 , 000

September

25 0,0 00

195 ,000

191,000

185 ,000

154,000

153 , 000

138 , 000

ocftt,e\

255 , 000

20 5,0 00

200 , 000

195 ,000

164,000

16 3 ,000

148,000

November

260 , 000

2 10 , 000

205 ,00 0

100 ,0 00

169,000

168,000

15 3 ,000

De cember

261 , 000

211 ,000

206 ,000

101,000

170 ,000

16 9 ,000

15 4 ,000
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2·1 Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Demonstration

Insert the number 122,000 before 117,000.
Place your cursor on the first tab preceding 117, 000.
Tab twice, type 122,000 and press RETURN.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
The column reference area disappears and the table
returns to the screen. Check to see that you made the
revisions correctly to the 1976 column. If you didn' t,
isolate the column and revise it again. The column
reference areas will still be set up.
Place the cursor under the A in ASSETS.
Press COLUMN.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
The column reference area appears with the cursor
under the J in January .
Press -+ to attempt to move the cursor to the right
into the side reference area (to the number $189,000).
Notice that the cursor will not move to the right of
the vertical bar.
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FINANCE

Most businesses will have at least two basic financial statements prepared at the end of the annual
accounting period -- a statement of income and a balancE sheet. There may also be other statements containi ng
important information. These might include a reconciliation of retained earnings in the business , a stateme nt
of source and application funds , and listings of such items as inventories, accounts receivable, and accoun t s
payable. However, th e statemen t of income and the balance sheet are basic financial statements. Any business
can reasonably be expected to have these two available .
SamEle ComEarative Balance Sheet
ASSETS

198 I

1980

January

Sl89,OOO

February

-----

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

SI73 , OOO

$168 , 000

S159,OOO

$140,000

S130,OOO

SI20,OOO

162,000

155,000

144,000

138 , 000

120,000

I 10,000

100,000

March

165,000

158,000

147 , 000

141,000

123,000

I I 1,(100

103,000

April

166,000

159,000

148,000

142,000

124,000

114,000

104,000

May

168,000

161 , 000

150,000

144,000

126,000

116,000

1011 , 000

1'22. 000

June

169 , 000

162 , 000

151,000

145 , 000

127 ' OOO ~

July

189,000

182 , 000

161,000

155,000

137,000

1~7jggg Q

117,000

August

200 , 000

190 , 000

181,000

165 , 000

148,000

147,000

128,000

Sep t embe r

250 , 000

o~e~

195,000

19 1,000

185,000

154 , 000

153,000

138,000

255,000

205 , 000

200 , 000

195,000

164,000

163,000

148,000

November

260 ,0 00

210 , 000

205 , 000

100,000

169,000

1118 , 000

153,000

December

261 , 000

2 11, 000

206,000

101,000

170 ,0 00

169 , 000

154,000
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2·1 Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Demonstration

Press

~

to move the cursor back to the left margin.

Correct the typographical error in the word Ocfober.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
Press END.

To practice defining column reference areas while
revising on your own, go on to the Self- Test.
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Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Se/f-Test

SELF-TEST
For this Self-Test you will define column reference
areas for the table on the next page. You have been
asked to make the revisions indicated on the illustrated
copy.
Revise the following document:
Document name: Acctg Statement 2
Diskette name: TRAIN3

Numeric Tables
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Defining the Reference Area While Revising I Self-Test

ACCOUNTING STATEMENT
Quarter Ended
June 30
1981

Quarter Ended
October 31
1981

Year Ended
December 31
1981

$ 21,121.12
10,100.10

$ 25,110.10
22,200.20

$234,222.00
202,222 . 20

45 , 557.41
1,112 . 31

22,198 . 89
1,500.50

123,448.84
30,000.00

1,001.10

1,407.40

5,559.55

2,394.20

2 , 452 . 25

10,367 . 90

89,462 . 98
$170,749.22

100,110.10
$174,979 . 44

200,200 . 20
$805,798.69

$ 28,482 . 28

$ 53,976.35

3,000.30

4,000.40

1,876 . 81
$ 33,359 . 39

2,178 . 21
$ 60,154 . 96

INCOME
~ome from securities (conunon and

preferred) less brokerage fees
Income from loans on real estate
Income from real estate rental and
leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used off i ce
furniture and appliances
Income from accounts receivable,
less allowance for bad debts
Contributions received for support
of ongoing research programs
TOTAL
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of securities (conunon and
preferred) less commissions
Contributions to several institutes
for research grants
Stationery, postage, dnswering P
service and other expenses ct)~r~
TOTAL

$300,378.30
25,000.00

(

11,189.28
$336,568 . 28

WlOVE DOvJ~
Ot-JE LA Ne
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Define top and side column reference areas and make
the revisions indicated.
After you have made the revisions, move your cursor
to the Year Ended December 1981 column. Press
Column, then ENTER to revise the column. While
you still have the column reference areas on the screen,
compare your screen with the one on the next page.
Then print a copy of the table.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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Defining the Reference Area While Revising / Feedback

FEEDBACK

Your screen should look like the illustration on the
right:

Year Ended
December 31
1981
INCOME
---rncome from securities (common and
preferred) less brokerage fees
Income from loans on real estate
Income from real estate rental and
leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used office
furniture and appliances
Income from accounts receivable,
less allowance for bad debts
Contributions received for support
of ongoing research programs
TOTAL

I

Wh en "fi nis hed, press ENTER .

$234,222.00
202,222.20
123,448.84
30,000.00
5,559.55
10,367.90
200,200.20
$805,798.69

I
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If your table doesn't look like the one illustrated,
did you remember to:

D Place your cursor under the Y in Year before you
pressed COLUMN?
D Press SCREEN FORMAT when the message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas" appeared?
D Set up the side reference area by changing Your
Choice to Yes?
D Set up the top reference area by indicating 3 for
the number of lines for Your Choice?
D Press ENTER to revise the column?
D Insert a carrier return before the entry $300,378.30?
D Change answering to copying in the left column?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this unit

------

___ I.

I

' ====~ i

======1
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====-=-::. !
=====:
=====-1
______ -4
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Once you define column reference areas for
a table, they remain set up with the table.
However, you may need to change the
choices in the Column Reference Area
Setup menu in order to make revisions to
column headings which you previously
defined as a top reference area. Or, you
may need to make revisions to the left
column, which you had previously defined
as a side reference area.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to revise column reference areas and the
text contained within them.

2·2

Revising the Column Reference Area / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
In order to revise text within a previously set up top
reference area, you must eliminate the horizontal bar
separating the text in the top reference area from the
text in the column.
1. Place the cursor on the first character of the column
you want to revise. Make sure the cursor is on the
same line as the Begin Table code.
2. Press COLUMN.
3. Press SCREEN FORMAT.
4. Set the number of lines in the top reference area
to 0 and return to the typing area.
5. Press ENTER to make the necessary revisions to
the text.
6. Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
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It is not necessary to eliminate the vertical bar when
you are revising the side reference area text.
To revise the text in a previously set up side reference
area, follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor on the first line of the column
currently being used as the side reference area. Make
sure the cursor is on the same line as the Begin
Table code.
2. Use the procedures you learned in Lesson 1 of this
unit to revise the column.

To revise the number of lines in a top reference
area or to add or eliminate a side reference area, use
the procedures you learned in Segment 1 of this lesson.

If you have enough information about revising a table
using Column Reference, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.
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HELP
As you learned in the last lesson, you can make minor
revisions or substitutions to text in any column as long
as the changes do not affect the number of lines in
the column.
You may find, however, that you need to change
the text within a column or column heading that has
been specified as a top or side reference area. For
example, you may need to add a line to a column
heading to make it four lines instead of three.
When you have isolated a column for revision and
the horizontal and vertical bars are showing, you
cannot move your cursor to the text within the top
and side reference areas. In order to revise the text
in these areas, you must first eliminate the horizontal
bar from the screen. You do this by changing the
previously set up reference areas. Then you can isolate
your column and make the changes.
To change text in a previously set up top reference
area, follow these steps:

Projected
Quarte r Ended
Se pt embe r 30
1982

Ye a r End
December 31
198 2

$198 , 450 . 00
175 , 350 . 00
88 , 650 . 00
150 , 000 . 00

$234 , 25 0 . 00
202 , 2 19 . 00
98 , 4n5'. 50
175 , 450 . 00

$612 , 450.00

$710 , 384 . 50

1. In the typing area, place the cursor on the first
character of the column you want to revise. Make
sure the cursor is on the same line as the Begin
Table code.
2. Press COLUMN.
The prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" appears. The message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas" also appears.
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3. Press SCREEN FORMAT.
The Column Reference Area Setup menu appears.
4. Set the number of lines in the top reference area
to 0 and return to the typing area.
By setting Your Choice to 0, you are actually
eliminating the top reference area. Press ENTER
to return to the typing area.
5. Press ENTER to make the necessary revisions.
The Column Layout typing area appears. You will
see a vertical bar if you have defined a side reference
area, but no horizontal bar. You can now make
changes to the column heading.
6. Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
Note: If you want to make further revisions to the
document using a top reference area, you must redefine
the area.

COLUMN REFERENCE AREA SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

a

Side Reference Area

2

1 = Yes

b

Number of Lines in
Top Reference Area

2 = No

0-15

When finished with this menu , press ENTER.
j

Type 10 leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTE~ ~

CurSor \
Month
January
February
March
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1978
$15,450.00
14,875.50
17,825.00

·

ev.s.ng

e

o'umn Reference Area / Help

It is not necessary to make changes to the Column
Reference Area Setup menu in order to make changes
to a column specified as a side reference area.
To revise the text in a previously set up side reference
area, follow these steps:

1978
January
Febr uary
March

$15 , 450.00
14,875 . 50
17,825 . 00

1. Place the cursor on the first line of the column
currently being used as the side reference area.
Make sure the cursor is on the same line as the
Begin Table code.
Your cursor should be on the first character of the
column you want to revise.
2. Use the procedures you learned in Lesson 1 of this
unit to revise the column.
To revise the number of lines in a top reference
area or to add or eliminate a side reference area, use
the procedures you learned in Segment I of this lesson.
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Keep in mind that when you add text to one column,
you may also need to add corresponding text to other
columns in order to make them align correctly.
For example, if you add a fourth line to one column
you may need to add a carrier return to other columns
in order to make the text line up correctly.
In the example on the right, the word Projected
was added to the fourth column. This caused the
columns to become misaligned. By adding a carrier
return at the beginning of the three other columns,
the columns become correctly aligned again.

C::~End'de~End'd
June )0
1982

September )0
1982

Karen 511l1l:I0"8

$20,095.00

S 9 , 500.00

Harcia Taylor
John .... inchell

35,000 .00
25,950.00

\],450.00

21 ,550 . 00

$)0 , 000.00
10 , 000 . 00

15 , 000.00

Harcia Tayl o r
Joh n Winchell
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Pr ojec ted
Qu aner Ended
Dec eab e r )1

1982

Karen 511111110n&

To revise a table using Column Reference, go on to
the Demonstration.

2·2

Quarter Ended
June )0
1982

Quarter Ended
Sept em be r )0
1982

Proj e ct e d
Quart e r Ende d
Oeceabe r )1
198 2

520,095.00
35 , 000 . 00
25 , 950 . 00

S 9 , 500.00
13 , 450.00
21,550.00

$30 , 000 . 00
10 , 000.00
15 , 000.00

e

s

9 the Column Reference Area / Demonstration

DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will revise the text that
has been indicated as column reference areas. To do
this you will eliminate the horizontal bar of the top
reference area. You will also add carrier returns to
the other columns in the table in order to make them
align.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Acctg Statement 3
Diskette name: TRAIN3
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ACCOUNTING STATEMENT

RET
Item

~T~ Qua rter

Ended
June 30
1982

INCOME
commISSIOnS
Income from securities (common and
$ 21 ,1 21.12
preferred) less hr okQr78Q f ees Q~
10,100.10
Income from loans on real estate
Income from real es tat e rental and
45,557 . 41
leasing projects
1,112 . 31
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used office
1,001.10
furniture and appliances
I ncome from accounts receivable,
2,394.20
less allowance for had debts
Con t ributions re ceived for support
89 , 462 . 98
of ongoing research
$170 ,749. 22
TOTAL
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of securltles (common and
preferred) less commissions
Contributions t o several institutes
for r esearch grants
Stationery, postage, answering
service and other expense
TOTAL
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R"O}ecred
RET-+ Quarter Ended
Sep tember 30
1982

Quarter Ended
December 3 1
1982

$ 25 , 110.10
22 , 200 . 20

$234,222 . 00
202 ,222. 20

22,198.89
1,500.50

123,448 . 84
30,000 . 00

1,407 . 40

5,559 . 55

2 , 452.25

10,367 . 90

100,110.10
$174 , 979 . 44

200 , 200.20
$806 , 020.69

$ 28 , 482 . 28

$ 53 , 976.35

$300 , 378.30

3 , 000 . 30

4 , 000 . 40

25 , 000 . 00

1,876.81
$ 33 , 359 . 39

2,178 . 21
$ 60,154.96

11,189.28
$336 , 567 . 58

2·2

Revising the Column Reference Area / Demonstration

First, you will add text in the fourth column heading.
Place the cursor on the Q in the word Quarter in
the December column.
Press COLUMN.
Observe the prompt and message.
Press SCREEN FORMAT.
The Column Reference Area Setup menu displays.
Set Number of Lines in Top Reference Area to O.
The column headings are no longer part of the top
reference area. Now you can add text in the column
headings.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
Observe the prompt and message.
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ACCOUNTING STATEMENT

RST

RE-T-+ Quarter Ended I2E:T~ Quar ter Ended

Item

Numeric Tables

Projected

September 30
1982

Quarter Ended
December 31
1982

$ 25,110 .1 0
22 , 200.20

$234,222.00
202,222.20

22,198 . 89
1,500 . 50

123,448.84
30,000.00

1,407.40

5,559.55

2 ,4 52.25

10,367.90

100,110.10
$174 , 979.44

200,200 . 20
$806,020 . 69

$ 28,482.28

53,976.35

$300,378.30

3,000 .30

4,000 . 40

25,000 . 00

1,876.81
$ 33 , 359.39

2,178.21
$ 60,154.96

11,189.28
$336,567.58

June 30
1982

INCOME
Income from securities (common and COMMISSlonC;
preferred) le ss br overaSQ fee ~'
$ 21,121 .1 2
Income from loans on real estate
10,100.10
Income from real estate rental and
leasing projects
45,557.41
Income from sale of used equipment
1,112.31
Income from sale of used office
furniture and appliances
1,001.10
Income from accounts receivable,
less allowance for bad debts
2,394 . 20
Con tributi ons received for suppor t
of ongoing research
89,462.98
TOTAL
$170,749 . 22
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of securities (common and
preferred) le ss commissions
Contributions to several institutes
for research grants
Stationery, postage, answering
service and other expense
TOTAL

2·2
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Press ENTER to revise the column.
You will see the vertical reference bar, the side
reference area, and the December column.
Tab once to the Center tab and type the word Projected,
then press RETURN.
Notice that all the text on the screen moved down
one line. To make the text in the columns align again,
you will add carrier returns to the beginning of each
of the three other columns.
Press ENTER to return to the regular typing area.
Press +- to move the cursor back to the Q in Quarter
Ended in the September column.
Press COLUMN.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
Press RETURN.
Press ENTER to return to the regular typing area.
Press +- to move the cursor to the Q in Quarter Ended
in the June column.
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ACCOUNTING STATEMENT

RET

RET-7 Quarter Ended
June 30

1982

Item

INCOME
---r;come from securi ti es (common and
preferred) l ess

JiFB lt @F 8ge:

f@e .,....e.

Income from loans on real estate
Income fr om rea l estate r ental and
leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used office
furniture and appliances
Income from accounts re ce iv able,
less allowan ce for bad debt s
Contribut ions received for su pp ort
of ongo ing research

TOTAL
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of securities (common and
preferred) less commissions
Contributions to several institutes
for research grants
Stati onery , pos tage, a nswering
service and o ther expense
TOTAL
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f<e.T-; Quarte r Ended
Sep t ember 30

1982

Quar t er Ended
December 31

1982

comrY\l<;.slons
$ 21 , 121.12
10,100.10

$ 25,110 . 10
22 , 200 . 20

$234,222 . 00
202,222 .20

45,557 . 41
1,112.31

22,198 . 89
1,500.50

123,448.84
30,000 . 00

1,001.10

1,407.40

5,559 . 55

2 , 394.20

2,452 . 25

10,367 . 90

89 , 462 . 98
$170 , 749.22

100,110.10
$174,979.44

200,200.20
$806,020.69

$ 28,482 . 28

$ 53,976 . 35

$300,378 .30

3 , 000 . 30

4,000.40

25 , 000 .00

1,876.81
$ 33 , 359.39

2 ,1 78.21
$ 60,154 . 96

11,189 .28
$336,567 .58

2·2
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Press COLUMN.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
Press RETURN.
Press ENTER to return to the regular typing area.
Press +- to move the cursor to the Begin Table code.
The Begin Table code is at the left margin on the same
line with Projected (line 9).
Press COLUMN.
Observe the prompt and message.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
Notice that the vertical bar for the side reference area
is still in place. However, the cursor is on the left
side in the side reference area.
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ACCOUNTING STATEMENT

RET
It em
INCOME
Income from securities (common and
pr efer r ed) less ..brokeraSQ fiiQe D
Income from loans on real es t a t e
Income f r om real estate rental and
leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used office
fu rniture and appliances
Income from accounts re ceivable ,
less allowance for bad debts
Contribu tion s receiv ed for supp or t
of ongoing research
TOTAL
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of secu rities (common and
preferred) less commissions
Contributions t o several institutes
fo r research grants
Stationery, pos tage, answering
service and other expense
TOTAL
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PrOJe.d-ed

REr~ Quar t er Ended

September 30
1982

Quarter Ended
December 31
1982

$ 21 ,1 21. 12
10,100 .1 0

$ 25 ,1 10 . 10
22 , 200 . 20

$234 , 222 . 00
202,222.20

45 , 557 . 41
1,112.31

22,198 . 89
1,500.50

123,448.84
30,000 . 00

1,001.10

1,407.40

5,559.55

2,394 . 20

2,452.25

10,367.90

89 ,4 62 . 98
$170 , 749 . 22

100 , 110 .1 0
$174 , 979.44

200,200.20
$806,020.69

$ 28,482 .28

$ 53,976 . 35

$300,378 . 30

3 , 000.30

4,000.40

25 , 000 . 00

1 , 876 . 81
$ 33 , 359.39

2 , 178 . 21
$ 60,154.96

11,189.28
$336 , 567 . 58

June 30
1982

COt'V'lI'Yl \<;'5101"'1'7
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Press RETURN.
The text in all the columns will now be aligned
properly.
Delete brokerage fees and type commissions in the
Income column.
If you add an extra carrier return, or delete one, by
mistake, you can easily see how to realign the columns.
Press ENTER to return to the regular typing area.
Press END, then print the document on 279. 4 x 215.9
mm (11 x 8112 in.) paper.
If you have a sheet-feed paper handler, be sure that
your paper is loaded correctly in the bottom drawer.
Printing Paper Source is already set to 2 for the
document.
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Compare your results with the example illustrated
below.

ACCOUNTING STATEMENT

Item
INCOME
Income from securities (common and
preferred) less commissions
Income from loans on real estate
Income from real estate rental and
leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
Income from sale of used office
furniture and appliances
Income from accoun t s receivable,
less a l lowance for bad debts
Contributions received for s upp or t
of ongoing research
TOTAL
DISBURSEMENTS
Purchase of securities (common and
preferred ) less commissions
Contribu ti ons to several institutes
for re search grants
St a tionery, pos tag e , answering
se rvi ce a nd othe r expense
TOTAL

Quarter Ended
June 30
1982

Quarter Ended
September 30
1982

Projected
Quarter Ended
December 31
1982

$ 21,121.12
10,100.10

$ 25,110.10
22,200.20

$234,222 . 00
202,222.20

45 , 557 . 41
1,112.31

22 , 198 . 89
1,500.50

123,448 . 84
30,000.00

1,001 . 10

1,407.40

5 ,5 59 .55

2,394.20

2,452 . 25

10,367 . 90

89,462.98
$170,749 .22

100,110.10
$174 ,979.44

200 , 200 . 20
$806 ,0 20 . 69

$ 28,482 . 28

$ 53,976.35

$300,378.30

3 ,000.30

4 , 000 . 40

25,000.00

1,876 . 81
$ 33,359.39

2,178.21
60,154 . 96

11,189.28
$336 , 567 . 58

To revise using Column Reference on your own, go on
to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST

For this Self-Test you will revise the text within column
reference areas.

FINANC IAL REPORT

RE.T
INCOME
Income from securities (common and
preferred) less commissions
Income f r om loans on real es tat e
rental and leasing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
(heavy i ndu s trial machinery)
Income from accoun t s receivable
less a llowan ce f~ bad debts
Income f r om research foundation
TOTAL

lC:e:r-to"

Actua l
Co lle c tions
for
Period Ended 2Q

RET~ Ac tua l

Collec ti ons
fo r
Period Ended 3Q

Actual
Co llections
fo r
Period Ended 4Q

$ 10 , 500 . 00

$ 10,500 . 00

$ 12 ,000.00

45 , 000 . 00

45 , 000 . 00

45,000 . 00

63,000 . 00

78 , 000.00

50,000.00

42,450.00
15,000 . 00
$175 ,950.00

56 , 750 .00
15 , 000 . 00
$205 , 25 0.00

60,000 . 00
15,000 .00
$182, 000.00
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Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Finance Statement
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Make the following revisions:
• Eliminate the horizontal bar of the top reference
area.
• Add Estimate of to the last column as indicated.
• Add carrier returns to other columns.
• Make the indicated text changes in the left column.
When you have finished making the revisions, end
the document and print one copy on 279.4 x 215.9 mm
(11 x 8~ in.) paper. If you have a sheet-feed paper
handler, load 279.4 x 215.9 mm (11 x 8~ in.) paper
in the bottom drawer. Compare your copy with the
example in the Feedback section.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

FINANCIAL REPORT

INCOME
Income from securities (common and
preferred) less commissions
Income from loans on propert y
rental and lea sing projects
Income from sale of used equipment
(heavy industrial machinery)
Income from accounts receivable
less a llowan ce for bad debts
Income from research foundation
TOTAL

Actual
Col lections
fo r
Period Ended 2Q

Actual
Collections
for
Period Ended 3Q

Estima te of
Actual
Collec tions
for
Period Ended 4Q

$ 10,500.00

$ 10,500 .0 0

$ 12,000.00

45,000.00

45,000 .00

45,000.00

63,000 . 00

78,000 . 00

50 ,000. 00

42 , 450 . 00
15,000.00
$175 , 950 . 00

56,750 .00
15 , 000 . 00
$205 , 250 .00

60,000.00
15,000 .00
$ 18 2 ,000.00
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If your document doesn't look like the illustration:

o
o
o
o

In making changes to the Period Ended 4Q column,
did you remember to go to the Column Reference
Area Setup menu and set Number of Lines in Top
Reference Area to 0 (zero)?
Did you remember to tab once before typing
Estimate of and then press RETURN?
Did you remember to isolate each of the first three
columns to add a carrier return?
Did you remember to make the revisions to the
Income column text?
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3

In the previous segments of this lesson you
learned to define and use column reference
areas while revising a table previously set
up with Column Layout.
In this segment you will learn an
alternate way to define and use reference
areas when you create a table. You will
create the table by revising " empty"
columns. In order to use the reference
areas, you create the table vertically, one
column at a time, rather than horizontally,
one line at a time. You can then use the
reference areas to verify placement of the
entries as you create the columns.

Your goal for this segment is to be able
to define reference areas while creating a
table and to create the table one column
at a time.
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MAIN IDEA
To create a table using column reference areas :
1. Choose Create Document in the Typing Tasks
menu and type the document and diskette names.
2. Set up the table using Column Layout.
3. Press SCREEN FORMAT and define the
reference areas.
4. Press ENTER to go to the Column Layout typing
area.
5. Type all column headings.
6. Type the left column.
7. Press ENTER to go to the regular typing area.
8. Place your cursor under the first character of the
next column heading.
9. Press COLUMN.
10. Press ENTER to revise the column.
11. Type the column entries and press ENTER.
12. Repeat Steps 8 through 11 for the remaining
columns.

If you have enough information about creating a table
using column reference areas, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.
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HELP
Column reference areas can be defined either while
you create or revise a table. However, they can only
be used when you revise. Therefore, to use the reference
areas when you originally type a table, you must first
set up "empty" columns in the table, then "revise"
the columns with the aid of Column Reference. In
doing so, you will "create" the table one column at
a time.
To define column reference areas while creating a
table and to create the table one column at a time:
1. Choose Create Document in the Typing Tasks menu
and type the document and diskette names.
2. Set up the table using Column Layout.
Follow the Column Layout instructions to set up
all columns in your table. Press LAYOUT to adjust
the spacing between columns before you continue.
3. Press SCREEN FORMAT and define the reference
areas.
The Column Layout instructions are still on the
screen when you press SCREEN FORMAT. Then,
the Column Reference Area Setup menu appears.
Set Side Reference Area to Yes and Top Reference
Area to the number of lines in the column headings.

Ic====.===== ReAD ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLUMN LAYoUr;;========::o

I

1. Type longest entry of the new column only (o's will appear).
For Flush Left Column: Press TAB, then type entry.
For Oecimal-Aligned Column: Type number with decimal point.
For Centered Column: Type entry, then press CTR.
For Flush Right Column: Type entry, then press RET.
For Text Column: Press LINE AOJ , then type entry.
2. Press COLUMN to separate each column.
3. Press LAYOUT again to automatically adjust spacing.
4. Press SCREEN FORMAT to set up column reference areas.
5. Press ENTER when finished to type new column.

,
I I
I

,

I

J

COLUMN REFERENCE AREA SETUP
ID ITEM

a Side Reference Area
b

Number of Lines in
Top Reference Area

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

2

1 =Yes

o

0-15

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.
Tvpe 10 letter to choose ITEM ; press ENTER :
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4. Press ENTER to go to the Column Layout typing
area.
The prompt "When finished typing table, press
ENTER" appears.
5. Type all column headings.
Type the column headings for all your columns and
type the correct number of carrier returns after the
column headings. If your table does not have
column headings, skip this step.
6. Type the left column.
Type all the entries in the left column only. Press
RETURN at the end of every entry except the last.
7. Press ENTER to go to the regular typing area.
After you have typed the last entry in the left
column, press ENTER. The system returns to the
regular typing area. Now you will "revise" the
empty columns you set up in Step 2.

IWhen fi ni shed t yping t able , pr ess ENTER .I

~

Account

1980

1981

~

ABC Corp.~
(main plant)
Acme Co . ~

~

BYQ Inc. ~
(domestic) ~

BYQ

Inc.~

(foreign) ~
XYZ Company

IWhen f ini s hed t yping t ab l e, pr ess ENTER . I
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8. Place your cursor under the first character of the
next column heading.
Use the cursor movement keys to place your
cursor under the first character of the next column
heading. The cursor must be on the same line as
the Begin Table code.
Note: If your table does not have column headings,
place your cursor under the Required Carrier
Return code after the first entry in the left column.
The cursor must be on the same line as the Begin
Table code. Press TAB to place the cursor at the
next column position.

9. Press COLUMN.
This indicates that you will revise the table. The
prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" appears. The message
" Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas" also appears. Since you have
already defined the reference areas, you can ignore
the message for now.

2·3

Cursor
Account

1981

1982

ABC Corp.
(main plant)
Acme CO.
BYQ Inc.
(domestic)
BYQ Inc.
(foreign)
XYZ Company

::;

Account

1980

1981

1982

ABC Corp.
(main plant)
Acme CO.
BYQ Inc.
(domestic)
BYQ Inc.
(foreign)
XYZ Company

IPress ENTER t o r evise column . Press COLUMN to crea t e co lumn . 1
-:::)Press SCREEN FOlU-tAT t o c reate or revise reference areas .
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10. Press ENTER to revise the column.
You previously set up an "empty" column in the
table. Now you will "revise" the column by adding
the entries.
The reference areas you defined in Step 3 appear
on the screen.
11. Type the column entries and press ENTER.
Type the entries for this column only . Use the
reference areas to ensure proper alignment. Press
RETURN after every entry except the last. Press
ENTER after the last entry. The regular typing
area returns to the screen.
12. Repeat Steps 8 through 11 for the remaining
columns.

1980

ABC Corp.
(main plant)
Acme CO.
BYQ Inc.

(domestic)
BYQ Inc.

(foreign)
XYZ Company

IWhen finished, press ENTER. I

To create a table using column reference areas, go on
to the Demonstration.

CD
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DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will define top and side
reference areas as you create the illustrated table. Then,
you will create the table one column at a time, using
the reference areas.
Create the following document:
Document name: Expenses
Diskette name: TRAIN3

FIRST QUARTER EXPENSES
Expense
Overhead
(excluding ut ilities)
Ut ilities
Sala rie s
(management onl y)
Production
(including wages)
Equipmen t

Numeric Tables

Januarz

Februarz

Ma r ch

Total

$4 , 958.63

$4,729 . 89

$4,126 . 86

$13,815 . 38

1,867.83
6,2 12.50

2,098 . 98
6,512.50

1,500.20
6,512 . 50

5 , 467 . 01
19,237 . 50

8,764 . 98

9,256 . 90

7 , 008 . 75

25,030.63

3,142 . 64

3,046 . 92

2,912.12

9,101.68

2·3
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Go to the typing area.
Type the centered heading, FIRST QUARTER
EXPENSES, including the underline.
Type three carrier returns.
Now you will set up the table and define the top and
side reference areas.
Press LAYOUT.
Follow the Column Layout instructions to set up the
table. Be sure to include a center tab for each column
so you can create the column headings. Use decimal
tabs for all columns except the Expense column. The
first column is 23 characters long and should be set
up as a flush left tab. The second through fourth
columns are nine character long. The fifth column is
ten characters long.
Press LAYOUT again to adjust the spacing between
columns before you continue.
Press SCREEN FORMAT to define the reference
areas.
The Column Layout instructions are still on the screen
when you press SCREEN FORMAT.
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In the Column Reference Area Setup menu, set Your
Choice for Side Reference Area to Yes.

Set Number of Lines in Top Reference Area to 1.
Press ENTER.
The Column Layout instructions and the example
entries for the table reappear on the screen.
Press ENTER again.
The Column Layout typing area and the prompt
"When finished typing table, press ENTER" appear.
Your cursor is under the End Table code.

FIRST QUARTER EXP ENSES
Ex pens e
Overhead
(excluding ut ili ti es)
Utilities
Salaries
(management only)
Pr oduct ion
( inc luding wages)
Equipment

Numeric Tables

Ja nuar:z:

Februar:z:

Ma rch

To tal

$4 ,9 58 .6 3

$4,729.89

$4,126 . 86

$13 , 81 5. 38

1,867.83
6,212.50

2,098 .9 8
6 , 5 12.50

1,500 . 20
6 , 512 . 50

5,467 . 01
19,237 . 50

8,764.98

9 , 256 .90

7,008.75

25,030.63

3,142 . 64

3 , 046.92

2 , 912 . 12

9,101 . 68

2·3
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Tab to the first center tab and type the heading
Expense.
Tab to the next center tab and type the heading
January.
Continue to tab to the other center tabs and type the
rest of the column headings.
Press RETURN twice after the column heading Total.
Type Overhead and press RETURN.
Type (excluding utilities) and press RETURN.
Type the remaining entries in the Expense column.
Press RETURN after each entry except the last.
Press ENTER after you have typed Equipment.
The regular typing area returns to the screen. You
have typed all your column headings and the entries
for the left column.

.-r.n.
....,
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Now you will "revise" the remaining columns by typing
the entries for the columns. You will use the column
reference areas you defined earlier.
Place your cursor under the! in January.
Press COLUMN.
The prompt "Press ENTER to revise column. Press
COLUMN to create column" appears. The message
"Press SCREEN FORMAT to create or revise
reference areas" also appears.

FIRST QUARTER EXPENSES
Expe ns e
Ove rhead
(excluding utilities)
Utiliti es
Salar i es
(management only)
Pr od uction
(including wages)
Equipment

Numeric Tables

January

February

Ma r ch

To t al

$4 , 958 . 63

$4 , 729 . 89

$4 , 126.86

$13 , 815.38

1,867.83
6,2 12 . 50

2 , 098 . 98
6 , 512 . 50

1 , 500 . 20
6 , 512.50

5 , 467 . 0 1
19,237.50

8,764 . 98

9, 256.90

7,008.75

25,030 . 63

3 , 142 . 64

3,046.92

2 , 912.12

9,101.68

2·3
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Press ENTER to revise the "empty" column.
The Column Layout typing area appears on the screen,
along with the reference areas you defined earlier. The
cursor is on the center tab for the January column.
Press RETURN once, then tab to the decimal tab and
type $4,958.63.
You press RETURN once to align the text in the
columns correctly.
Press RETURN twice then type the next entry.
Type the remaining entries in the January column.
Be sure to tab to the decimal tab before typing each
entry. Press RETURN after each entry except the last.
Use the side reference area to align the numbers
correctly with the words in the left column.
Press ENTER after you have typed the last entry in
the January column.

-
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The regular typing area returns to the screen.
Place your cursor under the F in February.
Press COLUMN.
Press ENTER to revise the column.
Press RETURN once before typing the first entry.

FIRST QUARTER EXPENSES
Expense
Overhead
(excluding utilities)
Utilities
Salaries
(management only)
Production
(includ ing wages)
Equipment

Numeric Tables

J anuari:

Februa ri:

March

Total

$4,958.63

$4,729.89

$4,126.86

$13,815.38

1,867.83
6,212.50

2,098.98
6,512.50

1,500.20
6,512.50

5,467.01
19,237.50

8,764.98

9,256.90

7,008 . 75

25,030.63

3,142.64

3,046.92

2,912 . 12

9,101.68

2·3
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Tab to the decimal tab and type the entries for the
February column.
Press RETURN after all entries except the last. Use
the side reference area to properly align the numbers
with the words in the left column.
Press ENTER after the last entry in the February
column.
Follow the same steps to add the entries for the March
and Total columns.
End the document.
Print your document and compare it with the
illustrated document if you wish.
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FIRST QUARTER EXPENSES
Expense
Overhead
(excluding utilities)
Utilities
Salaries
(management only)
Production
(including wages)
Equipment

To create tables using column reference areas on your
own, go on to the Self- Test.
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January

February

March

Total

$4 ,9 58.63

$4,729 . 89

$4,126 . 86

$13,815.38

1,867.83
6,212 . 50

2,098.98
6,512.50

1,500.20
6,512 . 50

5,467.01
19,237.50

8,764.98

9,256.90

7,008.75

25,030.63

3,142.64

3 , 046.92

2,912.12

9,101.68

2·3
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SELF-TEST
In this Self-Test you will define top and side column
reference areas as you create a table. Then you will
create the table one column at a time, using the column
reference areas.
Create the following document:
Document name: Income
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Using Column Layout and Column Reference, type
the following table:

FI RST QUARTER INCOME
Income

January

Feb rua r y

Ma r ch

To t a l

Sa l es
(mater i a l s on ly)
Consult a t ion Fees
Semi nar Fees
(s t aff only)
Re nt a l Prope rt y

$15 , 628 . 42

$22 , 962 . 12

$25 , 02 9. 63

$63 , 620.17

3 , 827.50
2 , 075 . 00

4 ,1 29.82
3 , 285 . 00

3 , 968.5 1
1 ,986 . 00

11, 925 .8 3
7 , 346 . 00

5 ,000 . 00

5 , 000 . 00

5,500 . 00

15, 500 . 00
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Print a copy of your document and compare it with
the document illustrated.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
If your printed copy did not match the illustrated
document, ask yourself the following questions:

D Did you remember to set up your table using
Column Layout?
D Did you remember to set center tabs so you could
center the column headings?
D Did you remember to set Side Reference Area to
Yes?
D Did you remember to set Number of Lines in Top
Reference Area to 1?
D Did you remember to type all the column headings
and the left column first in the Column Layout
typing area?
D Did you remember to " revise" the empty columns
to add the entries?
D Did you remember to press RETURN once before
typing the first column entry?
D Did you remember to tab to the decimal tab to
type the entries in each column?
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A document you've been given includes a
number of math calculations. You have
been asked to check the calculations to
make sure they are correct.
With the Displaywriter, you can check
or perform math calculations while typing
the document. In this lesson you will learn
how to perform the various math functions.
In Segment 1 you will learn what each
math function does, and the rules for using
the functions. In Segment 2 you will learn
to add a column of numbers using Column
Add, or a row of numbers using Row Add.
Segment 3 teaches you how to use the sign
keys to add, subtract, multiply, and divide
numbers. Segment 4 teaches you to use a
constant. A constant is a number that is
used over and over again in several
calculations. In Segments 5 and 6 you will
learn to use the MATH REQUEST key.
The MATH REQUEST key allows you to
change math formats and signs (negative
and positive), and helps you to find
averages quickly and easily.

Rules and Functions

1

Before you learn to use math functions you
must know what each function does. You
also must know the rules for using the
functions. In this segment you will learn
what each function does, when to use the
function, and the rules associated with the
function.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to describe the rules for each math function,
how each math function works, and when
each math function should be used .

... tE-T ME.
PO mE. fYlATH
FUNaIO~ ...
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MAIN IDEA
The following information applies to all math
functions.
• A total or an individual number cannot exceed 15
digits.
• A negative number may be indicated in one of the
following ways:

1. The left-most digit or decimal point is preceded
by a required hyphen or a required hyphen
followed by a space.
2. The right-most digit or decimal is immediately
followed by a required hyphen.
3. The number is enclosed in parentheses, brackets,
or less than/greater than symbols.
Note: The closing symbol must immediately
follow the right-most digit or decimal point.

T 2.01

T 2.01
Required
Hyphen
Required
Hyphen

(.001 )

[25]

~

L---1

Brackets

Parentheses

f 72.:..05 =+
Less than and
greater than
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Each time you use a math function, keep in mind
the following information about the individual
functions.
Adding, Subtracting, Multiplying, and Dividing on the
Displaywriter
Purpose

• To add, subtract, multiply, or divide numbers within
a document.
• To add, subtract, multiply, or divide by a constant
number not contained in the document.
• To divide a constant by a number in the document.
A constant is a number that is used over and over
again in calculations.
Use

• To verify an existing total.
• To compile a total to insert into a document.

Numeric Tables
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Rules
• Numbers may be 10 text or 10 columns.
• Decimal alignment of numbers is not required .

xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx
In the {
text

7.04 xxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
xx xxxxx xxxxx 1.98 = 9.02 xxx x xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx x
xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx.

$4 . 24

In
columns

{

- 2.11

$5 . 50
x 4

$2 . 13

$22.00

xxxx
Decimal {
alignment
not
necessary

XXXXX XXXXXXXX

xxxx

xxx xxxxxx xxxxx x xx xxxxx xxxxxx xxx xx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 4 . 03 xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xx
xxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx 5 . 44 xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxx
xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxx To t al = 9 . 47 xxxxx xx xxxx xxxx.
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Adding Columns or Rows of Numbers (Column Add
and Row Add)
Purpose

• To add a vertical column or a horizontal row of
numbers that has been aligned at a decimal tab.
Use

• To verify an existing total.
• To compile a total to insert into a document.
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Rules

• A column or row of numbers must be aligned at a
decimal tab.
• Numbers do not have to contain a decimal. You
do not have to add a decimal point to the end of
a whole number.

• When using the Column Add function, make sure
negative signs that follow a number are preceded
by a decimal point.
• Negative numbers will be subtracted from the total.

Decimal
lab

32.10
1.71
11.25
41.27

Column Add

48

Decimal
lab

J

21
63
81

-'--

32.0021.00 16.00-

Using a Constant
Purpose

• To provide the system with a constant number, not
contained within the document, for use with one
of the other math functions. A constant is a number
used over and over again in calculations.
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Use

• To add, subtract, multiply, or divide a constant with
an existing number.

4.32
17.37
23.09
57.93
102.71
x12.00

CONSTANT
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14.54
15.47
12 . 25
7.62
49.88
x12.00

7.95
19.42
14.79
12.88
55.04
x12.00

=

12

I

.

~Mainldea

Rule
• A constant can be expressed as a positive number,
a negative number, or a percent.
Using the MATH REQUEST Key and the Math
Requests Menu

Purpose
• The MATH REQUEST key displays the Math
Requests menu.

Use

MATH REQUESTS
10 ITEM
a Aclive Math
Format

• To observe or change math formats or signs, or to
use constants or averages.

b

Note: You will learn more about the Math Requests
menu in Segments 5 and 6 of this lesson.

c
d
e

Change Sign
Copy Constant into Total
Copy Total into Constant
Copy Average into Total
Average
Item Count

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = 0.00
2 = SO.OO
3=0
4= 0.0

2
2
2
=
=

1 = Yes 2=No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
0.00
0

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~

There is no Help section for this segment. Go on to
the Exercise on the next page.
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EXERCISE
Now that you have read about all the math functions,
see if you can select the math function you should
use to do the calculations on the right. Turn to the
next page to check your answers.

27
13
17

35.11
12.12
13.13

The figure last year was
$17,100.00. This year the
total was $27,300.00.
The difference is _ __

1.000
x .10

11 x 1.00 =
12 x .003 =

total
4.10 11.20 2.70

Numeric Tables
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FEEDBACK
These are the math functions you should have selected.

35.11
12.12
13.13

27
13
17
Column Add

The figure last year was
$17,100.00. This year the
total was $27,300.00.
The difference is _ __
Subtraction
1.000
x .10

11 x 1.00 =_
12 x .003 =
Multiplication

4.10 11.20 2.70

total

Row Add
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Column Add and Row Add

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Segment 1 in this lesson

4,311
~q2.

1,11.3

255

LlI7

2

In Segment 1 of this lesson you learned
that the Displaywriter can perform math
functions. You learned what the functions
were, and some of the rules for using the
functions. In this segment you will learn
to do two of the functions: Column Add
and Row Add. Column Add allows you
to add numbers that are aligned vertically,
in a column. Row Add allows you to add
numbers that are aligned horizontally, in
a row.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use Column Add and Row Add to add
numbers in columns or rows in a table.
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MAIN IDEA
To perform Column Add, follow these steps:
1. Make sure the numbers are aligned at a decimal
tab.
2. Set Display Codes to No.
3. Place the cursor under the first number to be added.
4. Press and hold COLUMN ADD.
5. Check the total.
6. To insert the total, move the cursor to the location
on the line on which the total should appear and
press ENTER.
7. To add a second column of numbers, press CANCL
to clear the total and then repeat Steps 3 through
6.
8. Press CANCL twice to end the Column Add
function.
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Row Add is very similar to Column Add. Follow
these steps:
1. Make sure the numbers are aligned at a decimal
tab.
2. Set Display Codes to No.
3. Place the cursor under the first number to be added.
4. Press and hold ROW ADD.
5. Check the total.
6. To insert the total, move the cursor to the decimal
tab on the line on which the total should appear
and press ENTER.
7. To add a second row of numbers, press CANCL
to clear the total and then repeat Steps 3 through
6.
8. Press CANCL twice to end the Row Add function.

If you have enough information about Column Add
and Row Add, go on to the Demonstration. If you would
like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Use Column Add to add a vertical column of numbers
that has been aligned at a decimal tab. Follow these
steps:

1. Make sure the numbers are aligned at a decimal
tab.
Look at the scale line to make sure the column is
aligned at the decimal tab.
2. Set Display Codes to No.
If Display Codes is set to Yes, your document may
appear misaligned.

« .2 .. . . : ...!.. . 3 .... : .... 4 . . .. : ..!... . 5 . ... : .. ..

$235.67
36.17
$271.84

$1,475.28
743 . 00
$2,218.28

3. Place the cursor under the first number to be added.
The cursor must be on any number left of the
decimal point or on the decimal point.

36.17

-

Cursor can be

36.17
-

36.17

~
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4. Press and hold COLUMN ADD.
The entire first number is highlighted and entered
in the total at the bottom of the screen. At the
same time, the item count increases by one. The
cursor moves to the next number in the column.
Note: Positive numbers are added. Negative
numbers are subtracted. When you hold down the
key, the numbers continue to be added into the
total until you release the key or run out of numbers.
You can press and release the key if you wish to
see the numbers add one at a time.
5. Check the total.
If you are using Column Add to check calculations
in your document, check the original total with the
total at the bottom of the screen. If the original
total does not agree with the one at the bottom of
the screen:
• Your original total may be wrong.
• You may have typed a number incorrectly.
• The difference may be the result of rounding off
the total.
Check your numbers and add the column again.
If the totals still do not match, delete the old total
and insert the new total.
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439.19
17.14
- 11 .12
402.23
10.11
134.78
911.01
10tal=439.19 Item count=1
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6. To insert the total into the column, move the cursor
to the decimal tab on the line on which the total
should appear and press ENTER.
The total appears at the cursor. The total is aligned
at the decimal.
Note: The total does not have to be inserted at a
decimal tab.

Move

~~~~o;o

439.19
402.23
134.78
911.01

17.14
-11.12
10.11

insert
lolal ------.:=:::-;~-

Total=1,887.21 Item count=4

17.14
439.19
-11.12
402.23
10.11
134.78
911.01
1,887.21
Total = 1,887.21 Item count = 4
7. To add a second column of numbers, press CANCL
to clear the total and then repeat Steps 3 through

6.
You can have as many separate totals as you need
in one table. Just clear the total between each.
Note: If you forget to clear the total, you can press
CAN CL to start again.
8. After you finish adding the columns, you must press
CANCL a second time.
The total and item count disappear. You can now
end your document.

439.19
402.23
134.78
911.01
1,887.21
Total = 0

17.14
-11.12
10.11

r---

Item count = 0
Move cursor here 10
add nexl column
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Row Add is very similar to Column Add. Most of
the steps are the same and they are done in the same
order except you press Row Add rather than Column
Add to add the numbers. Follow these steps:
1. Make sure the numbers are aligned at a decimal
tab.
Note: If you want to insert totals, you may want
to set a decimal tab where the total will be inserted.
2. Set Display Codes to No.
3. Place the cursor under the first number to be added.
The cursor must be on any number left of the
decimal point or on the decimal point.
4. Press and hold ROW ADD.
The entire first number is highlighted and entered
in the total at the bottom of the screen. At the
same time, the item count increases by one. The
cursor moves to the next number in the row.
S. Check the total.
If you are using Row Add to check calculations
in your document, check your figure with the total
at the bottom of the screen.
6. To insert the total, move the cursor to the decimal
tab on the line on which the total should appear
and press ENTER.
The total appears at the cursor and is aligned at
the decimal.
Note: The total does not have to be inserted at a
decimal tab.
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7. To add a second row of numbers, press CANCL
to clear the total and then repeat Steps 3 through
6.
8. Press CANCL twice to end the Row Add function.

To use Column Add and Row Add, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In the following Demonstration you will add four
columns and four rows of numbers using Column Add
and Row Add.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Sales
Diskette name: TRAIN3

INCOMING SALES
Winter
67,748.30
66,681. 70
82,1 58.80

~

81,260.60
24,479 .40
145,423.40

Summer
87,773,50
62,422.40
63,273.80

Totals

These figures were reported by our Marketing Cen ter in Carr oll t on,
Texas. Refer t o you r conversion table for more information.
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Determine that all the columns and rows are aligned
with a decimal tab.
Move the cursor to line 9 and check the scale line
for the decimal tabs.
Make sure that Display Codes is set to No.
Move the cursor to the 6 in the first number in the
column titled Winter.

INCOMING SALES
Win t er
67,748 . 30
66,681. 70
82,158 . 80

Spring
81,260.60
24,479 . 40
145,4 23 .40

Summer
87,773.50
62,422.40
63,273.80

Totals

These figures were r e ported by our Marketing Center in Carrollton,
Texas. Refer to your conversion t able for more information.
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Press COLUMN ADD.
The first number, 67, 748.30 , is highlighted and added
to the total at the bottom of the screen. The item count,
also located at the bottom of the screen, is 1.
Press COLUMN ADD again.
The next number, 66,681. 70, is added to the total.
The total is now 134,430.00.
Press COLUMN ADD again.
The last number in the Winter column is added to
the total at the bottom of the screen. The total is
216,588.80 and the item count is 3 .
To insert the total at the end of the column, move
the cursor under the Winter column, to the decimal
tab, if not already there, and press ENTER.
The total is inserted at the bottom of the column.
Press CANCL.
The total and the item count return to O.
Move the cursor to the 8 in the first number in the
Spring column.
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Add the column of numbers and insert the total under
the column.
The total is 251,163.40.
Press CANCL.
Add the column of numbers in the Summer column
and insert the total under the column.
The total is 213,469.70.
Press CANCL twice to cancel the Column Add
function.

INCOMING SALES
Winter
67,748 . 30
66 , 681. 70
82,158 . 80
216,588.80

Spring

81,260.60
24,479.40
145,423.40
251,163.40

Summer
87,773 . 50
62,422.40
63,273.80
213,469 . 70

Totals
236,782.40
153,583.50
290,856.00
681,221.90

These figures were reported by our Marketing Center in Carrollton,
Texas. Refer to your conversion table for more information.
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You will now use the Row Add function to insert
totals in the Totals column.
Move the cursor to the 6 in the first number in the
Winter column.
Press ROW ADD.
The number 67,748.30 is highlighted and the total
appears at the bottom of the screen.
The cursor moves to the next number.
Press ROW ADD again.
The next number in the row, 81,260.60, is highlighted
and added to the total at the bottom of the screen.
The item count increases to 2 .
Press ROW ADD once more.
The last number in the row is added to the total.
To insert the total, tab to the Total column and press
ENTER.
The total, 236,782.40, appears on the same line as the
numbers in the row.
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Press CANCL.
The total and item count return to O.
Add the next three rows (including the row of totals
for each column).
Remember to press CANCL to clear the total after
you add each row.
When you are finished adding all the numbers, press
CANCL twice.
The total and item count disappear.
You can cross-check your totals. Add all the column
totals together (using Row Add), then add all the row
totals (using Column Add). The two totals should
match.
End the document and print a copy if you wish to
compare it with the one on the next page.
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Your document should look like this:

INCOMING SALES
Winter
67,748.30
66,681. 70
82 ,158 . 80
216,588.80

Spring
81,260 . 60
24,479 . 40
145,423.40
251,163.40

Summer
87,773 . 50
62 , 422 . 40
63,273.80
213 ,4 69 .7 0

Totals
236,782 .4 0
153,583 . 50
290,856 . 00
681,221. 90

These figures were reported by ou r Marketing Center in Ca rr ollton,
Texas. Refe r t o your co nver sion table for mo re information.

To practice using Column Add and Row Add on your
own, go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Income Table
Diskette name: TRAIN3
The document, Income Table, is illustrated. This
is a sales report with totals that must be verified. Totals
must be inserted for each column and each row.
Remember, when you use Column Add or Row Add,
negative numbers are subtracted from the total. Follow
the steps for Column Add and Row Add. Print a copy
of your document and compare it with the one on
the next page.
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Quarterll Income Table
1981
First
7,748.30
- 3,913 . 90
1, 355 . 40
4,672.50

9,862 .30

Totals

Second
7,124.00
- 689.60
- 423.40
3,167 . 60

Third
1,000.00
1,500.00
-37.60
- 446 . 40

Fourth
7,008.90
- 2,345.90
- 23 . 78
1,563.33

- 5, I.IJ.lq . ~O

Q, 17B.60

2,0Ib.00

b,2.01 .5S"

27 , 2sq. ~S"

Second
4,293.80
2,055 . 10
- 639.70
- 200.00

Third
2,789.56
5,456.25
- 732.10
-127 . 10

Fourth
5,345.89
- 2,722.31
- 41. 10
2,897.10

2.1 , gel. 2.0
~70 .62-

e,QS7.03

1982
First

3~90

- 54.20
900.10
- 215.30
4,51..1 4 . So

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK

Check your table. It should look just like this:

Quar t erl;t I ncome Tab le
198 1
Firs t
7 ,7 48.30
- 3 , 913 . 90
1, 355 . 40
4 , 672 . 50
9 , 862.30

- 689 . 60
- 423 . 40
3 ,167.60
9 , 178 . 60

Th ird
1,000.00
1 , 500 . 00
- 37 . 60
- 446.40
2 , 0 16.00

Four th
7 , 008 . 90
- 2 , 345 . 90
- 23 . 78
1 , 563 . 33
6, 202 . 55

To t a l s
22 , 88 1. 20
- 5 , 449 . 40
870 . 62
8 , 957 . 03
27 , 259 . 45

Second
4 , 293 . 80
2 , 055 . 10
- 639 . 70
- 200 . 00
5 , 50 9 .20

Th i r d
2,789 . 56
5 , 456 . 25
- 732 .1 0
-1 27 . 10
7,386 . 61

Fourt h
5 , 345.89
- 2 , 722 . 31
- 4 1. 10
2 , 897 . 10
5 , 479 . 58

To t al s
16 , 343 .1 5
4 , 734.84
- 512.80
2 , 354 . 70
22 , 919 . 89

Second

~OO

1982
Fi r s t

3~90

- 54. 20
900. 10
- 21 5. 30
4,544.50

If your table doesn't look like the one above, did
you remember to:

o
o

Use Column Add to add the vertical list of
numbers?
Use Row Add to add the horizontal list of numbers?

o

o

Insert the totals at the decimal tabs?
Press CANCL to clear the totals before adding a
new column or row of numbers?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

3

In the previous segment you learned to add
using Column Add and Row Add. In this
segment you will learn how to use the math
sign keys to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide. The sign keys let you check
calculations in a table or compute numbers
in text. You will also learn to insert totals
in a document.

Your goal for this segment is to be able
to add, subtract, multiply, and divide using
the math sign keys.
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MAIN IDEA
To use the math sign keys, follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor under any digit to the left of the
decimal tab, or under the decimal tab of the number
you want to start with.
2. Press + (ADD).
3. Place the cursor under the next number in the
operation.
4. Press + (ADD), - (SUBTRACT), X
(MULTIPLY), or -7- (DIVIDE), as appropriate, for
the operation you want to perform.
5. To insert the total, place the cursor where you want
the total to appear and press ENTER.
6. Press CANCL to clear the total.

If you have enough information about using math sign
keys, go on to the Demonstration. If you would like
more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
The math sign keys enable you to add, subtract,
multiply, and divide positive and negative numbers.

1. Place the cursor under any digit to the left of the
decimal, or under the decimal tab, of the number
you want to start with.

2. Press + (ADD).
The number is highlighted and entered in the total
at the bottom of the screen. The item count increases
by one.
Note: When using the sign keys to do any kind
of calculation, always press + (ADD) to enter the
first number into the total.

~

Cursor under number
to the left of the decimal
or und er the decimal tab

~.17

7.11

2.21
3.14

3.17
7.11

2.21
3.14

+

ITotal = 3.17
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Total

Item count = 11
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Using the Sign Kevs / Help

3. Place the cursor under the next number in the
operation.
The number can be anywhere in the document. The
first number stays highlighted.

3.17
Cursor under
7.11
next number - - -

2.21
3.14

Total = 3.17 Item count = 1

4. Press the appropriate sign key: + (ADD),
- (SUBTRACf), x (MULTIPLY), -7- (DIVIDE).
Sign Keys

The number is highlighted and the new total shows
at the bottom of the screen.
Note: To subtract a negative number (a number
with a minus sign or enclosed in parentheses) press
+ (ADD).

3.17

7.11

2.21
3.14

1Total =10.28 Item count = 21
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5. To insert the total, place the cursor where you want
the total to appear and press ENTER.
The total appears.

3·3

Place cursor
3.17
here and
7 11
press ENTER
.
to insert
10.28
total. - - -- -

2.21
3.14

Total = 10.28 Item count = 2
6. Press CANCL to clear the total.
To delete the current total but continue using math
sign keys, press CANCL. The total clears on the
screen.
Note: If you are finished with the math functions,
press CANCL again. The total and item count
disappear. You cannot end your document when
the total and item count are on the screen.

Go on to the Demonstration on the next page.
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Total
5.38

3.17
2.21
3.14
7.11
10.28
ITotal =0.00 Item count

= 0I
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DEMONSTRATION
In the following Demonstration you will use the math
sign keys to perform a number of mathematical
calculations.

Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Sign Keys
Diskette name: TRAIN3

ADD

375.00
172 .00

SUBTRACT

MULTIPLY

795 . 00
215 . 00

75 . 00
- 35 .00

DIVID E

363.00 / 3. 00

=
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Add the numbers in the first column by first placing
your cursor under the decimal tab in 375.00. Press
+ (ADD).
375.00 highlights and appears in the total. The item
count is 1.
Move the cursor to the decimal tab in the next number
in the column, 172.00. Press + (ADD).
The number 547.00 appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen. The item count increases to 2.
Insert the total by moving the cursor to the decimal
tab under the column and pressing ENTER.
To clear the total so you can begin the next calculation,
press CANCL.
Subtract 215.00 from 795.00 in the second column
by first placing the cursor under the decimal tab in
the first number, 795.00. Press + (ADD).
795.00 highlights and appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen. The item count is 1.
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Place the cursor under the decimal tab in the second
number, 215.00, and press - (SUBTRACf).
The number 580.00 appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen and the item count increases to 2 .
Insert the total by moving the cursor to the decimal
tab under the column and pressing ENTER.
You should only have to move the cursor down. After
you press ENTER, the total appears directly under
the column.
To clear the total so you can begin the next calculation,
press CANCL.
Multiply the numbers in the third column by first
placing your cursor under the decimal tab in 75.00.
Press + (ADD).
75.00 highlights and appears in the total. The item
count is 1.
Move the cursor to the decimal tab in the next number
in the column, -35.00. Since this is a multiplication
problem, press X (MULTIPLY).
The number -2,625.00 appears in the total at the
bottom of the screen. The item count is 1.
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Insert the total by moving the cursor to the decimal
tab under the column and pressing ENTER.
You should only have to move the cursor down. After
you press ENTER, the total appears directly under
the column.
To clear the total so you can begin the next calculation,
press CANCL.
Divide the number in the fourth column by first placing
the cursor under the decimal tab in the first number,
363.00. Press + (ADD).
363.00 highlights and appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen. The item count is 1.

ADD

375 . 00
172 . 00
547 . 00
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SUBTRACT

MULTIPLY

795 . 00
215.00

75 . 00
- 35 . 00

DIVIDE

363.00 / 3.00

=

3·3

Using the Sign Kevs / Demonstration

Place the cursor under the decimal tab in the second
number, 3.00, and press -7- (DIVIDE).
The number 121.00 appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen and the item count is 1.
Insert the total by moving the cursor to the right of
the equal sign. Your cursor should be on the Required
Carrier Return code. Press ENTER.
To clear the total, press CANCL. Press CANCL again
to clear the math function.
End and print the document if you wish to check your
totals against those on the next page.

ADD

SUBTRACT

375.00
172 . 00
547 . 00

795 . 00
215 . 00
580.00

MULTIPLY
75 . 00
- 35.00
-2,625.00

DIVIDE
363 . 00 / 3. 00

=
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Your table should look like this:

ADD
375 . 00
172 . 00
547 . 00

SUBTRACT
795 . 00
215 . 00
580 . 00

To use the sign keys on your own, go on to the Self
Test.
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MUL TI PLY

75 . 00
- 35 . 00
- 2 , 625 . 00

DIVIDE
363 . 00 / 3 . 00

=

121.00

3·3
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SELF-TEST
Choose Revise to access and go to the typing area of
the following document:
Document name: Report
Diskette name: TRAIN3

Sale s

Number of
Salespeople

District

2,783,451.00

26

District 2

1,345,21 2 .50

17

District 3

885,412.00

14

District No.

Sales Per
Sale sperson

Total Sales

Insurance Cost per Salesperson
Total Number of Salespeople

123 . 50
57

Total Insurance Cost

Numeric Tables
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• Use the sign keys to:
- Find the Sales Per Salesperson in each of the three
districts. (Divide Sales by Number of Salespeople.)
You will see the message "Total rounded." Ignore
it for now. You will learn about rounding in
Segment 5 of this lesson.
- Find the total sales.
- Find the Total Insurance Cost for all salespeople.
(Multiply Insurance Cost Per Salesperson by Total
Number of Salespeople.)
End and print the document. Check your totals
against the ones on the next page.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

Sales

Number of
SalesEeoEle

Sales Per
SalesEerson

District

2,783,451.00

26

107,055.81

District 2

1,345,21 2.50

17

79,130.15

District 3

885,4 12.00

14

63,243.71

District No.

Total Sales

5, 014 ,075.50

Insurance Cost per Salesperson
Total Number of Salespeople
Total Insurance Cost

123.50
57
7,039 . 50
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If your document doesn't look like the illustrated
document, did you remember to:

o
o

o
o

Use the + (ADD) key to put the first number in
each calculation into the total.
Divide the sales for each district by the number
of salespeople in the district?
Multiply the Insurance Cost Per Salesperson by the
Total Number of Salespeople?
Cancel the total after each calculation?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

4
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In previous segments in this lesson you
learned to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide numbers in a document. In this
segment you will learn to use a constant
in math calculations. A constant is a
number used over and over again in
calculations. A constant is not in the
document. For example, if you had to
multiply a series of numbers by 12 to get
yearly figures, you would use the number
12 as a constant. You can use constants
in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and as percentages.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to perform math operations using a
constant.
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MAIN IDEA
To type a constant, follow these steps:
1. Press CONSTNT.
2. Type the number you want to use as the constant
and press ENTER.
To use the constant, follow these steps:
3. Place the cursor under the number you want to
use the constant with.
4. Press + (ADD).
5. Press CONSTNT.
6. Press + (ADD), - (SUBTRACT), X
(MULTIPLY), or -7- (DIVIDE) depending on the
operation you want to perform.
7. To insert the total, move the cursor to where you
want the total to appear and press ENTER.
8. Press CANCL to clear the total.

If you have enough information about using the
CONSTNT key, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Follow these steps to type the constant:
1. Press CONSTNT.

Constant = appears at the bottom of the screen.

2,100.00 1,600.00

Subtotals
3% tax

Constant =

2. Type the number you want to use as a constant
and press ENTER.
The total and item count appear at the bottom of
the screen after you press ENTER.
Note: You can use a constant to figure a percentage
by typing a constant number followed by a percent
sign.
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Subtotals

2,100.00

3% tax

Total = 0.00

Item count = 0

1,600.00
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After you have established a constant, follow these
steps to use it:
3. Place your cursor under the number you want to
use the constant with.
The number can be anywhere within the text.

~,100.00

Subtotals

1,600.00

3% tax
Total = 0.00

Item count

=0

Cursor

4. Press + (ADD).
The number is highlighted and added to the total
at the bottom of the screen. The item count increases
by one.

Subtotals

2,100.00

1,600.00

3% tax
Total =2,100.00

Item count

Subtotals

2,100.00

1

S. Press CONSTNT.

The constant that you established appears at the
bottom of the screen.
Note: You can double-check your constant before
continuing. If the constant is wrong, press CANCL
and type a new constant.

1,600.00

3% tax
Constant

3%
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6. Press + (ADD), - (SUBTRACf), X
(MULTIPLY), or ..;- (DIVIDE), depending on the
type of operation you want to perform.

The new total appears at the bottom of the screen
and the item count remains 1.
7. To insert the total, move the cursor to where you
want the total to appear and press ENTER.
If you want the total to accumulate, repeat Steps
3 through 6.
8. Press CANCL to clear the total.

To use the constant with another number, press
CANCL and the total and the item count return
to O.
Note: To change your constant, repeat Steps 1 and
2 to establish a different constant.
To end the document, press CANCL until the total
and item count disappear, then press END.

To practice using the CONSTNT key, go on to the
Demonstration.
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Place cursor here and
press ENTER to insert total

Subtotals
3% tax
Total

= 63.00

Subtotals

2,100.00

1,600.00

63.00
Item count

2,100.00

1

1,600.00

3% tax

63.00

Total = 0.00

Item count = 0

3·4
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DEMONSTRATION 1
In the following Demonstration you will use a constant
in a number of calculations.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Constant
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Given the following monthly utility service estimates,
compute the yearly estimates for Companies A, B, and
C. You will use a constant of 12.

Util i t y Service Transcrip t

monthly estimate
yea rly es tima t e

Comp a ny A

Comp a ny B

Company C

450.00

550 .00

650 . 00
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Enter a constant of 12 by first pressing CONSTNT.
Constant = appears at the bottom of the screen.
Type 12 and press ENTER.
The total and item count appear at the bottom of the
screen.
Place the cursor under the decimal tab in 450.00.
This is the first number you will multiply by the
constant.
Press the + (ADD) key.
450.00 highlights and is added to the total. The item
count increases to 1.
Press CONSTNT.
Constant = 12 appears at the bottom of the screen.
Press X (MULTIPLY).
450.00 is multiplied by 12 and the total appears at
the bottom of the screen (5,400.00).
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Move the cursor to the decimal tab on the next line
(yearly estimate) and press ENTER.
The total appears under the title Company A for yearly
estimate.
Press CANCL to clear the total.
To compute the yearly estimate for Company B:
•
•
•
•
•

Place the cursor under the decimal tab in 550.00 .
Press the + (ADD) key.
Press CONSTNT.
Press X (MULTIPLY).
Move the cursor down to the decimal tab on the
next line (yearly estimate) and press ENTER.
• Press CANCL to clear the total.
To compute the yearly estimate for Company C:
•
•
•
•
•

Place the cursor under the decimal tab in 650.00
Press the + (ADD) key.
Press CONSTNT.
Press X (MULTIPLY).
Move the cursor down to the decimal tab on the
next line (yearly estimate) and press ENTER.
• Press CANCL to clear the total.

Press CANCL a second time when you finish with
the table.
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If you wish, print a copy of the document and compare
your totals with the ones illustrated. Then go on to
the next Demonstration.

Ut il i t y Se r vice Transc r i pt

mont hly es t i ma t e
yea r ly es t i ma t e
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Company A

Comp any B

Compa ny C

450 . 00

550 . 00

650 . 00
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Your document should look like this:

Utility Service Transcript

monthly estimate
yearly estimate

Company A

Company B

Company C

450.00
5,400.00

550.00
6 , 600.00

650 . 00
7,800 . 00
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DEMONSTRATION 2
In the following Demonstration you will use a constant
as a percentage.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Percentages
Diskette name: TRAIN3

ABC Company Seasonal Sale
Regular Price
10 . 95
14.35
7 . 52
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In the following table, discount the Regular Price by
a constant of seven percent.

Press CONSTNT.
Constant = appears at the bottom of the screen.
Type 7% and press ENTER.
The total and item count appear at the bottom of the
screen.
Place the cursor under the decimal in 10.95 in the
Regular Price column.
Press + (ADD).
10. 95 highlights and appears in the total at the bottom
of the screen.
Press CONSTNT.
Constant = 7% appears at the bottom of the screen.
Press X (MULTIPLY).
10. 95 is multiplied by 7% and the total appears at
the bottom of the screen.
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Place your cursor under the Required Carrier Return
code following 10.95 and press TAB.
This places your cursor under the decimal tab in the
7% Discount column.
Press ENTER to insert the total in the 7% Discount
column.
The total (0.77) appears in the 7% Discount column.
Press CANCL.
The total clears.

ABC Co mp any Seasonal Sale
Regular Price
10.95
14.35

7 . 52
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To discount 14.35:
• Place the cursor under the decimal in 14.35 in the
Regular Price column.
• Press + (ADD).
• Press CONSTNT.
• Press X (MULTIPLY).
• Place the cursor under the decimal tab in the 7 %
Discount column and press ENTER.
Press CANCL.
To discount 7.52:
• Place the cursor under the decimal in 7.52 in the
Regular Price column.
•
•
•
•

Press + (ADD).
Press CONSTNT.
Press X (MULTIPLY).
Place the cursor under the decimal tab in the 7 %
Discount column and press ENTER.

Note: Remember to press CANCL twice when you
finish with the table.
If you wish, print a copy of the document and compare
your totals with the ones on the next page.
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Your document should look like this:

ABC Co mpa ny Seasona l Sal e
Regul a r Pri ce
10 . 95
14. 35
7. 52

Note: The totals you inserted in the 7% Discount
column have been rounded to two places past the
decimal. In the next segment, you will learn how to
change the way numbers are rounded.

To use the CONSTNT key on your own, go on to the
Self-Test.
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7% Discount
0 . 77
1. 00
0. 53
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SELF-TEST
Revise the following document:
Document name: Balance Sheet
Diskette name: TRAIN3

SAMPLE COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
1979

1978

1977

Mon t h ly Ass et s

1 ,890.00

1, 730 . 00

1, 680 . 00

Mont hly Liab i l i t i es

1,.620 . 00

1, 550 . 00

1, 440 . 00

Yearly Ass et s
Yearly Liabi l ities
Yearly Reba t e
(L i abi li ties Les s 30%)
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• Multiply each number in Monthly Assets by the
constant 12. Insert each total in the row titled Yearly
Assets under the correct year columns.
• Multiply each number in Monthly Liabilities by the
constant 12. Insert each total in the row titled Yearly
Liabilities under the correct year column.
• Subtract 30 percent from each total in the Yearly
Liabilities row. Insert the new totals in the row titled
Yearly Rebate under the correct year column.
• Print your document and compare it with the one
on the next page.

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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FEEDBACK

Your document should look like this:

SAMPLE COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET

1979

1978

1977

Mon th ly Assets

1,890.00

1,730 . 00

1,680.00

Mori th ly Liabilities

1,620 . 00

1,550.00

1, 440 . 00

Yea rly Assets

22 , 680 . 00

20,760 . 00

20,160 . 00

Yea rl y Liabi l ities

19 , 440.00

18 , 600.00

17 , 280 . 00

Yea r ly Re bate
(Liabili t ies Less 30%)

13 , 608 . 00

13,020.00

12 , 096.00

If your document doesn't look like the one above,
did you remember to:

o

o
o
o

Establish a constant by pressing CONSTNT and
typing the number?
Check your constant to make sure it was the right
number?
Use the correct math function to calculate the
answers?
Align the cursor, using the correct tabs, to insert
the totals?
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Math Formats

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Segments ], 2, and 3 in
this lesson

~ 2,3O'S
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5
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2H53

171
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In previous segments you learned about the
Displaywriter formatting capabilities. You
know how to set up and store different
formats for text. There are also different
formats available for math totals. They are
called math formats. You can have math
totals appear in many different ways.
You can make math format changes from
the typing area by using the MATH
REQUEST key, or you can personalize
your program diskette. As with text
formats, you can store math formats. In
this segment you will learn about the math
formats that are available to you.
Your goal for this segment is to become
familiar with the math formatting
capabilities. You will learn to use the
MATH REQUEST key in the next
segment.
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MAIN IDEA
You can set up math formats with the MATH
REQUEST key or by personalizing your program
diskette.
When you set up math formats with the MATH
REQUEST key:
• The math formats you set up apply to the math
totals for a single document.
• You can change any of the items listed in the Math
Requests menu.
When you set up math formats by personalizing a
program diskette:
• You can store up to four different math formats
through the Math Format Selection menu.
• The math formats you set up apply to the math
totals for all documents processed with that program
diskette.
• You can change the active math format in the Math
Format Selection menu and the items listed in the
Change Math Format menu.

If you have enough information about math formatting,
you have completed this segment. There is no
Demonstration or Self-Test. If you would like more
detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
You can set up math formats with the MATH
REQUEST key or by personalizing your program
diskette. You will learn how to use the MATH
REQUEST key in the next segment. You learned how
to personalize your program diskette in Diskettes ,
Lesson 3, Segment 1.
When you set up math formats with the MATH
REQUEST key:
• The math formats you set up apply to the math
totals for a single document.

MATH REQUESTS
ID ITEM
a Active Math
Format
b Change Sign
c Copy Constant into Total
d Copy Total into Conslant
e Copy Average into Total
Average
lIem Count

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = 0.00
2 = SO.OO
3=0
4= 0.0

2
2
2
=
=

1 = Yes 2= No
1 =Yes 2=No
1 = Yes 2 = No
0.00
0

When linished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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• You can change any of the items listed in the Math
Requests menu. They are:
Active Math Format determines the placement of
the decimal point. The default is two digits following
the decimal point.
You can change this default to add a dollar sign,
omit the digits after the decimal point, or print only
one digit after the decimal point.

ACTIVE MATH FORMATS
Default:
53.16
78.95
132.11
Other choices:
53.16
78.95
$132.11
53.001
78.
132
53.1
78.9
132.0
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Math Formats / Help

Change Sign allows you to view a menu that shows
how the totals will look as negative numbers.
Copy Constant into Total allows you to copy a
constant number to the total for further math
calculations or functions.
Copy Total into Constant allows you to copy the
total to the constant for further math calculations
or functions .
Copy A verage into Total allows you to add the
average into the total. You will learn more about
this in the next segment.

3·5

MATH REQUESTS
10 ITEM
a Active Math
Format

b
c
d
e

Change Sign
Copy Constaat into Total
Copy Total into Constant
Copy Average into Total
Average
lIem Count

YQUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = -0.00
2 = -$0.00
3= -0
4 = -0.0

2
2
2
=
=

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 =Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
0.00

o

When linished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType to leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~

When you set up math formats by personalizing a
program diskette:

CHANGE MATH FORMAT
10 ITEM

d

Decimal Point Character
Thousands Separator
Character
Number 01 Positions
Past Decimal
Rounding Rule

For
e
t
For
g
h

Positive Numbers:
Leading Characters
Trailing Characters
Negative Numbers:
Leading Characters
Trailing Characters

c

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1
2

1= 2= 3=:
1 = : 2 = : 3 = None
4 = Required Space
0·15

2

1 = 1·4 Down, 5·9 Up
2=1·9Up
3 = 1·5 Down, 6·9 Up
4 = 1·9 Down
5 = None
Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters

When IInished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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• You can store up to four different math formats
through the Math Format Selection menu.
• The math formats you set up apply to the math
totals for all documents processed with that program
diskette.
The personalized defaults work in the same way as
personalized format defaults for margins, line
spacing, and other items.

MATH FORMAT SELECTION
YOUR
CHOICE

10 ITEM
a

Active Math Format

b
c
d
e

Change
Change
Change
Change

Format
Format
Format
Format

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1

2
3
4

When finished with this menu, press ENTER .

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~

• You can change the active math format in the Math
Format Selection menu and the items listed in the
Change Math Format menu. The items you can
change include:
Decimal Point Character determines which
character is used to set off any decimal points. The
standard character is a period, but you can use a
comma or a colon.

DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER
Default:

98.30
12.10
11.04
Other choices:
98,30
12,10
11,04

98:30
12:10
11:04
Numeric Tables
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Thousands Separator Character has a similar
function. It determines which character is used to
separate thousands. T he standard character is a
comma, but you can also use a period, a required
space, or no character at all.

3·5

THOUSANDS CHARACTER
SEPARATOR
Default:
5,630

212
5,842
Other choices:
5.630

212
5.842
5630

212
5842
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Number of Positions Past Decimal specifies how
many digits appear to the right of a decimal point.
The default is 2, but you can choose from 0 to 15
digits.
If the total number of digits to the left and right
of the decimal exceeds 15, the number will be
rounded to 15 digits.

.

NUMBER OF POSITIONS
PAST DECIMAL
Default:
55.00
3.26
58.26 _.--2 digits
Other choices:
55.326
47.0014
102. '
From no digits
30.237153462
.001275846321411
30. 2384293083214 ~ To 15
digits

Numeric Ta bles
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Rounding Rule tells the system how numbers are
rounded off. The default is to round numbers from
1 to 4 down, and from 5 to 9 up. You can choose
the other rounding methods specified in the menu,
or choose not to have numbers rounded at all.
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1
2
3
4

5

1-4 Down, 5-9 Up
1-9 Up
1-5 Down, 6-9 Up
1-9 Down
None

3·5
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Tht rest of the choices in the Change Math Format
menu refer to your choice for the character or
description preceding or following numbers. The only
character that the system puts in is a minus sign
(hyphen) before negative numbers. You can choose
to add different letters, symbols, words, or spaces before
or after numbers.

For
e
f
For
g
h

Positive Numbers:
Leading Characters
Trailing Characters
Negative Numbers:
Leading Characters
Trailing Characters

Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters
Up to 8 characters

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.
I Type ID leiter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I IJ.I

SOME CHOICES FOR LEADING
AND TRAILING CHARACTERS

56.97
3.28
60.25 credit
56.97
3.28
total: 60.25
56.97
3.28
60.25 fro
56.97
3.28
$60.25

There is no Demonstration or Self- Test for this segment.

- 56.97
- 3.28
- 60.25 OVDFT
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Finding Averages

Prerequisites:
Yo u must have completed
S egments ], 2, and 3 in
this lesson

6

$14-0,000

$130,000

$120,000

120,000

110,000

100,000

123,000

113,000

103,000

124,000

114,000

104,000

126,000

106,000

127,000

107,000

137,000

117,000

$ 897 ,000
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Have you ever had to find a series of
averages in a table? You probably added
the entries and then divided by the number
of column entries. You repeated this
process until you made all of your
calculations.
Using the Math Requests menu, you can
quickly see the average of any number of
entries you have added. You can then insert
the average in the appropriate place in your
document. The average is calculated for
you in one step.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use the Math Requests menu to find
averages, and then insert them in a
document.

3·6
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MAIN IDEA
To find an average, follow these steps:
1. Add or subtract a row or column of numbers.
2. Press MATH REQUEST to see the average
displayed.
To use the average, follow these steps:
1. Set Copy Average into Total to Yes in the Math
Requests menu.
2. In the typing area, move the cursor to the position
where you want to insert the average and press
ENTER.
3. Press CANCL to clear the total.
4. Press CANCL again to leave the math function.

If you have enough information about using MA TH
REQUEST to find averages, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.
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HELP
To find an average, follow these steps:
1. Add or subtract a row or column of numbers.
You can find the average in this way only if you
use COLUMN ADD, ROW ADD, the + (ADD)
key, or the - (SUBTRACT) key.
Note: Do not cancel the total before you find the
average.

2. Press MATH REQUEST.
The Math Requests menu appears.

~'"

REQUESl
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The average of the numbers you have just added
appears to the right of Average = in the menu.
The item count also appears.

MATH REQUESTS
ID ITEM
a Active Math
Format
b
c
d
e

Change Sign
Copy Constant into Total
Copy Total into Constant
Copy Average into Total
Average
Item count

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = 0.00
2 =SO.OO
3=0
4=0.0

2
2
2

1 = Yes
1 =Yes
1 =Yes

2 = No
2 =No
2 = No

= 3.00
= 4

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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To use the average, follow these steps:
1. Set Copy Average into Total to Yes in the Math
Requests menu.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area. The
average appears as the total at the bottom of the
screen.

MATH REQUESTS
YOUR
CHOICE

10 ITEM
a Aclive Malh
Formal
b
c
d
e

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = 0.00
2 = SO.OO
3=0
4=0.0

Change Sign
Copy Constant into Total
2
Copy Total into Constant
2
Copy Average into Total
1
Average = 3.00
Hem count = 4

1 = Yes 2=No
1 =Yes 2=No
1 = Yes 2=No
0.00

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType to leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTER: IJ;.l

2.00
3.00
6.00
1.00

2. Move the cursor to the position where you want
to insert the average and press ENTER.
The average appears where the cursor was located.
Press ENTER again to return to the typing area.

Move cursor here _ _ _ _ _ ~.OO
to insert average
Total 3.00

=
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6.00
4.00
2.UO

2.00
Item count = 0
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,

3. Press CANCL to clear the total.
If you want to find another average, you must clear
the total, add the new figures, and return to the
Math Requests menu, The total and the item count
clear after you press CANCL.
4. Press CANCL again to leave the math function.
The total and item count disappear from the screen,
You can then end your document.

To practice using MA TH REQUEST to find averages,
go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will find the averages in a
document.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Calculations
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Use COLUMN ADD to add the first column of
numbers.
Add the entries 232.00 , 475.00, and 307.00. All three
entries should highlight. The total appears at the
bottom of the screen. Don't insert the total at this
time.
Press MATH REQUEST to view the Math Requests
menu.

Ca l cula ting Averages

232.00
475 . 00
307 . 00
Ave r age

735 . 00
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25 . 00

10 7 . 00
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The average of the numbers you just added appears
to the right of Average = in the menu. You will see
Average = 338.00 .
Set Copy Average into Total to Yes and press ENTER
to return to the typing area.
The number 338.00 appears after Total = at the
bottom of the screen.
Tab to the decimal tab for the column and press
ENTER.
The average, 338.00, should appear on line 13, below
the column of numbers.
Press CANCL to clear the total.
Use' ROW ADD to add the entries in the row.
Add 735.00, 25.00, and 107.00. All three entries
should highlight. The total appears at the bottom of
the screen.
Press MATH REQUEST to view the Math Requests
menu.
The average of the numbers you just added appears
to the right of Average = in the menu. You will see
Average = 289.00.
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Set Copy Average into Total to Yes and press ENTER
to return to the typing area.
The number 289.00 appears after Total = at the
bottom of the screen.
Tab to the decimal tab in the column titled Average.
Press ENTER.
The average should appear on line 16, below the
A verage column.
Press CANCL to clear the total.
Press CANCL a second time when you are finished
with this math function.
Total and Item Count disappear.
End the document. Print a copy if you wish to compare
your copy with the one illustrated on the next page.
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Your document should look like this:

Calcula t ing Averages
232 .00
475 .00
307 .0 0
338 . 00
735 . 00

25.00

107 . 00

Average
289 . 00

To practice using MA TH REQUEST to find averages
on your own, go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
You have been asked to compute weekly stock averages
for three companies. Choose Revise to access the
following document:
Document name: Averages
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Insert the averages for each column under the
columns.
Check your answers with the Feedback on the next
page.

Big Three Weekly Stock Averages
~
M

T

W
TH

F

Wk. Avg .

For Feedback, go on to the next page.
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Comp a ny A
55 . 20
56 . 75
58 . 00
56.50
55 . 25

Comp a ny B
87.22
87 . 29
90 . 03
89.99
89 . 25

Company C
72.56
70 . 49
70 . 53
75.38
76 . 61
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FEEDBACK
Your document should look like this:

Big Three Weekly Stock Averages
~
M
T

W

TH
F

Wk . Avg .

Company A
55.20
56 . 75
58 . 00
56.50
55 . 25
56.34

Company B
87 . 22
87 . 29
90 . 03
89.99
89 . 25
88.76

Company C
72 . 56
70.49
70 . 53
75 . 38
76 . 61
73 .11

If your document doesn't look like the one above,
did you remember to:

D Use COLUMN ADD to add the entries?
D Press MATH REQUEST to get to the Math
Requests menu?
D Set Copy Average into Total to Yes?
D Insert the average at the decimal tab under each
column of numbers?
D Press CANCL to cancel highlighting and leave the
math function?
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